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The nurose of thi:1 project w:ts to work with

tie professional staff, students, and t%le community

of Belmont Junior Hir:h School in deveioping, imple-

mentins-, and evaluating a new system of student eval-

uation an reporting progress TO-parents. The need

for such a system.was demonstrated, a philosophy was

agreed upon, a report format was developed and p2ri7___

odically evaluated, and subsequent investigation and

evaluation revealed positive growth on the part of

the professional staff and the students: Tositive

reactions by fellow administrators, outside eval-

uators, 3n-1 the teaching staff surfzest that this

syste-A, its philosoPhy, report format, ani positiv)

effects on staff ar1:3 students fay be uscful in ofl

secomlary schools.
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INTRODIJC:2ION

American education 'has undergone some healthy

changes since the early 1900's. From the hickory

stick to behavior modification, Latin to Sky Diving I,

and from eldery, erudite spinsters to cool, youthful

swingers things have changed. Significant changes

have also greeted the institution of curriculum,

theories of-teaching and learning, and the very

nature of the process of educating. Split sessions,

humanizing the classroom, career education, alterna-

tive programmingl individualized instruction, and

,open living schools are all connected with the

contemporary scene. But a more recent development

in the U.S. i3 that of state legislatures and local

school boards holding school systems more accountable

for educating our youth. In the last five to ten

years more than 40 states have passed accountability

laws in an effort to improve the auality of education.

American educators, from classroom teachers to

superintendents, have found themselves in the age

of accountability. The business-manaflement commun-

ity is havin- a major impact on public education:

management by objectives and time efficiency practices

are now being usad by schoo'. administrators to enhance

instruction and improve r)lant management. A major



emphasis is being placed on teaching basic skills

such as reading, mathematics, and composition. And

parents, school boards, and administrators are

holding classroom teachers more accountable

for,the teaching of-these important skills.

In spite of all the trends, changes, and the

--ec-countibility movement, little is being done about

the process of evaluating pupil progress. The

tradition of the ABC grading system continues

as strong as ever. The process of evaluation

should be an integral part of instruction if in-

struction is to improve.

This report suggests a different manner of

assessing student achievement and reporting pro-

gress to them and their parents. This-system of

pupil evaluation causes teachers, students, parents,

andJschool administrators to be more accountable

in evaluating students.

A principal of a junior high school and his

staff challenge the ABU tradition in this report

with a different concept in-pupil evaluation and

reporting progress, Each stasa, from planning,

through implementation, evaluation, and revision

is detailed to f;ive the reader an in-depth picture

of charv7in a deep-seated tradition.

7N" 9



The appendixes are full of actual documents

which illustrate how the change was effected and

how the system works. Considerable space is also

devoted to an evaluation of the project by varents,

students, the professional staff, and outside eval

uators.

It is the hope of this writer, a junior high

principal, that other -schooladmitittratort-will

use this project as a model for'improVing student

evaluation programs and as a source of renewed
C

courage to make long over due changes which will

improve instructional programs.

(iv)
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-ACCOU'ealLIYY :37.UTI;i:T '...:VALUAT1ON

T'12 ABC .. ca,i1(3?

Tradition has been a major factor in determining

the manner in which students have been evaluated over

the centuries. Before-the 1920's, and the rise of

the tentins soecialists, it was a simplematter for

teachers to grade pUpils on their prozress in sub-

jects-us-int-units from 1 to 100 for measurement.

While some school systems reported student progress

in numerical imrcenta.7es, others, at the turn of the

nineteenth century, were using A, B, C, DI F. In

either case, student promotion was determined by a

percentaze of correct responses or points earned.

By the late 1920's most secondary public schools

were using the kir, system as a normal distribution

curve and, accordingly, a certain percent of students

in any given class received A, B, C, D, and F.

Research on intellirr,ence testing and normal distri-

bution by Zenot, Thorndike, and others may have

encoura.:ed the expansion and acceptance of the ABC

system and hel,:.ed it become an educational .

traditien. In Cairness to these testin,:; forefathers,

be T,oLnted out that normal distribution theory

was abilza in its a;..olic-ation to the ABC 1,,rading system.

It o::ce:t1onal to find a nor:nal distribution of
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intelLif,ence in email :"our': of 25 to I:0-- the size

of most classlas throughoet the United fates. The

abuse is that many teachers apply tie grading curve

to weir classes, as thou.h there was a normal distri-

bution of intelli7,ence amon7 their students.

Collees and universities have used the ABC

system in screening applicants fo: the last 50 years;

public and private schools have used it longer. Parents,

teachers, and school administrators have experienced

the system generation after generation. There is little

question that the ABC system is very much a part 'of

the American educational way of life.

Basic esknes;:ess of the ABC Szstem

Traditionally, students have earned an A, B, C,

D, or. F which in theory represented a competency

level in an area of study such as math, language arts,

or science. ::ore often, however, the lettei grade

actually rerresented something else: the student's

ahilit to compete with other students in grasping

sue ;;t; matter, his intellectual potential, or his

skill -'.f ciency level. Onr! of the consequences of

A-,'; is thqt the academically or :thysically ;iCted

recoive loss challene while the teacher devotes

t'me te t?le sicwr lc,orni!rs; the rev-;-.se is also

wa:!, the st:r.in-s a- a in dinict .r'-'ode

12
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competition with one anoner, and the hither letter

grades encourage tie brighter students as the "winners,"

while the lower grades often diseourae the others

"lasers,1!The real needs of too many learners

are usually compromised.

Zvaluation and instruction should have at least

one highly substantive thing in common: the process

of doing,. each is more important than its content

because how one evaluates and instructs usually

determines the effectiveness of teaching and learn-

in;. Students learn much from experiencing an eval-

uation process which maximizes good communication, a

continuing dialogue, clear expectations, and a sin-

cere concern of the teacher for student improvement.

Traditionally, the ABC grade issued the student on

a test or trade report was the termination notice:

the course or unit of study is over so learning is

supposed to Stop. Evalliation of student performance

should be on- going, encourain; the student and

teacher to ;min a sharper sense of direction for

asseGsin:: needs, planninz, and implementing learn-

activities. The 120 system has promoted the concept

tht ev2luat' 'n is outsi :le the educative process; it

shoul:1 be an integral plrt 3f it.



The,.e .re tD i;he system,

and Richard K'n,'sva'tn.,-.'s ar:_;umerts a.anst this

tradition of radia::: are worth not:

1. c:)Intaminated

even ca-icious.

2. Ear::s crea',e a ecniition of unfair com-

petition.

3. 14,-nks ,.eflect an fl.r.intoc.r.atic rather than dem-

ocratic attitude.

4. -).nks 2reoccupy,Istudents and their

5. practices deny the psycholoTical

trinciple of individual differenc!:s.

. Narldns practices tend to influence te-_.chinz

in ;'-te dir:!ction of memorization and re7ur7-

itation at exl::nse of c3ncert formation

and c-eativit.

einend-

-

an :ric):Lo:lal in-r!ct

.,.:ce 0X"12:-

it .,e1::::11;

Yo?
vim p.
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the :-rectice :that 1,ost pPoatc:!s failure in

stulent:s .ra,;.1n*. If there is one sacred -art of

ravere'. throu;:;hout 'clie entire U. a. as util-

it%_Aan and neces3ary, it is B, C, !), 2

Z6a,r-n :,he junior student learns that his or her

best i2 not only riot ,Jood enou_h but too often un-

acceptable, he may develn a very low imoression of

himsalf. -Je may see himself as others often view him- -

a failure. The 7)roblem becoma:; acute when be student"-

acca-:ts his deficiencies, a priori, and exerts little

effort to i:Irove. After all, if at first you don't

succeed, then try, try ai;ain, one :nrira time, ana

then quit! In a recent article, Alton Cowan, super-

in;:endent of Jefferson County Schools, a large sub-

urban system of Denver, asserts his feelit-v; about,

,L1,-act of --.ra:7tas on 21o...; learners:

Our 1r-24.itional mar!dn: system is a
sy7.-te:a that, if a intentionally set
but to '10 so, cp.. sccely do more
th n :=0F*4.-;at .;he f;low mal:e

b:'iThZ; -..7-,t*%

:=')n7 th-
of our 'tv3--1.2

D:! t: York:
Ear :,7! 5g.

15
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Psychologists, Carl Rogers, Earl Kellery, Abraham

Maslow, and Arthur Combs all agree that "Human nature

is basically good, and that an individual human be-

ing has an innately given nobel potential which in

the most desirable case, he will strive to realize."4

The ABC system is an obstacle to helping students

move toward self-actualization, which is especially

important in the total educational development of

junior high students.

There is a healthy trend toward humanizing and

individUalizing instruction, but we have neglected

to renovate an ineffective-and, according to Arthur

Lean, a dangerous.system of grading:

In spite of the staggering amount of
incontrovertible evidence that grading
not only does not, accomplish .its pur-
pose but in reality inhibits and in-
jures the educative process, we obstin-
ately,continue with this perverted prac-
tice.2

If education is to be humanized and instruction indivi-

dualized, the techniques, manner, and format of eval-

uation must be painted with warmer shades of care,

expertize, and determined effort on the part of the

teacher and principal to help students succeed.

"James B. Van Hoven, "Reporting Pupil Progress: A
Broad Rationale For New Practices," PH1 Delta Kappan,

February, 1972, P. 365.

5Arthur E. Lean, "The Farce Called Grading," School
Resources Information Service, August, 1971, p. 17.

16
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Teachers and school administrators often verb-

alise the importance of individual differences and

the need for improved methods of evaluation. Yet

they continue unintentionally to discourage a stu-

dent who does his best because his best is not good

enough to meet the standard set for all under the

ABC. The process of student evaluation should

make allowances for individual differences and

encourage students to try theielpett. One is far

more educable when one is trying than when not.

In Crisis In The Classroom, Charles Silberman

claims that secondary teachers too often fail to

promptly return e3 so that students can discover
P

what they failed to understand or learn. The students

must live with their own performance after they

leave school, so te',chers should inform students

when they are not meeting performance standards.

When it becomes, clear to the stu'isnts that the pur-

pose of tec7-,n; is not ev:?luation hut r:tin-; them

IOC, the rasa is of;en to destroz- int,Jrest in learn-

"";.h::t is -:ors il 1:;arnin-, .;ho students quickly

w411 be asl-ed on t'f:e :a
"o There

is -1Dre ald evaluation than te7:tbooks

7,rinis rn :'he ',Auscroom, iTew
1970; .--,

17
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and examinations. Too many students think that the

mid -germ or final exam is the oily process of eval-

uation. They think-this because they experience it

so often.?

The ABC method is primarily concerned with

reporting cognitive growth and usually says little

to parents and students about the pupil's affective

growth and development. The reality is- that teachers

and principals deal with the feelings and attitudes

of their students each day whether they want to or

not. A student's attitude toward learning is extreme-

ly important and may well determine the ouality of

the learning experience. Parents need to know more

aZout their children's attitudinal develooment, and

the AB :1 system does not suffice. A system of student

evaluation is needed th:t gives teachers the opportun-

ity to re-en Corce positive attitudes in students as

well as -promote skill rlhd concept learning, and then

make the inroz.mation avoilable to pareni;s. 2he AB3

s::3-7.;,:m often provides :.ositivo re-enforce.nent, but to

tud.mt3Wio do not ri-ad it as much az those who fail

o re3eive it du, to low 7rn-Js. te..:-;her can ofter,
40

th chanc;:e rin:1 ru ;o -ositive re-enforce-

18
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ment in a surprisingly simple way-- by responding to

the student's success rather than his :Failures. "8

The process of evaluating students and reporting

progress to them and their parents should be more

responsive to rositive qualities than ABC grades.

Student evaluation syttems and procedures

should enhance good communication between the teacher

and student and clearly reveal the student's strengths

and needs. "Par from clarifying data, grades tend

to confuse. Grades hamper both teacher and student-

-oriented feedback. They generalize student behavior

to the point of meanincslessness."9

ACC3BaLTTI :iTUDi..;NT EVALUATION

The primary objective of a student evaluation

system should: be to assess a student's progress in

light of his individual strengths and weaknesses.

Ti e re:-)ortIng system should provide enough informa-

tion in or: er for the student and his parents to assess

nro7ross. "30fore the teacher, student, or parent can

draw art; valid concluson about a pupil's progress,

they muct first be aw-:r o of tho important goals which

teachn.r. a'1:1 student are tryaf!; to accomplish in

a particul-,r course. :.ore information about what is

:3:7.inn:r, "Inc ?roe and :raopy .;ti: dent," Dnita
;;o:tozlber, 1 Cs7 15.

K. i.;:.traul"Data'ero:Iessing In.AContinucius Pro-
.

Frns3 Technolor,y, 8, Fo. 9, .ay,
13.

19



actually being taught is also needed by parents as

they assess their child's progress in math, science,

and other areas of study. With specific units and

learning goals of each course well defined, the teacher,

is in a better position to communicate with parents

and students. Under this approach parents and students

can hold teachers more accountable for what is be-

ing taught. On the other hand parents and teachers'

can make students more accountable for what is be-

ing learned. The ABC system does not provide the

parents and students with much except the title of

the subject taught, a letter grade:toad, in some cases,

a conduct rating.

It is virtually impossible for there to be

accountability with the ABC grades because the same

mark means different things to different teachersw

The grade issued by the teacher reflects his own per-

sonal standards: an A for one teacher might be a C

for another. In the students' minds one of the most

im.7ortant olements of a grading system is fairness,

which Places a ma;',or responsibility on the grader.

There are many instances of students submitting the

ijontical nsnor to different teachers and receiving

substantiell7 different rzrades; where students turned
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in the same paper to the same teacher at a later time

and received a good grade the first time and a bad

one the second time. Even though most teachers try

to be fair in their evaluation of students with the

A3C, they may be attempting the impossible.

Susanne Martinez, attorney for the plaintiff in

the Peter Doe case, which is pending before the Cali
.

fornia Supreme Court, maintains her client made aver

age grades up through senior high. After graduation

it was discovered he could not hold a job because

he could not read. His ABC grades never told his

parents that he could not read well enough to hold

an unskilled job. "The traditional ABC grades com

municated messages, that the child was doing' all right.

This was a misrepresentation of the facts, and the

school must be held accountable."10-

The purpose of this project was to work with

staff, students, parents, and fellow administrators

in developing, implementing, and evaluating a new

system of student evaluation and reporting which

would better meet the needs of parents, teachers, and,.

foremost, the students.

10,busanne Martinez, "The Peter Doe Case", Remarks:
Summer Institute, Nova University, Hollywood, Florida,
August 5, 1974.

21
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LANNING AND DEVELOPING A NEW STUDENT EVALUATION
SYSTEM

Assessing the Need

For two years many teachers at our school had

expressed anxiety and mixed emotions about the ABC

grading system. While they were uncertain about

what they really wanted, they felt sure that the

ABC was not the answer. These teachers were in the

minority, but after several diScussions in staff

meetings, other teachers began to question the value

of ABC for their students. The principal, at this

point, tied the staff's criticisms of the tradition-

al system together, including his own, into a paper.

This paper discussed some of the shortcomings of

ABC and stimulated more dialogue among our staff '4

about grading and its implications. A copy of this

parer is included in Appendix A on pages 50-54.

A four-hour staff in-service devoted to a con-

sideration of grading systems produced a generally
. , .; . . , , . ,,,

positive reaction on the part of the staff toward

chanTing the student evaluation system. The staff

agreed on seven important objectives, which any good

student evaluation system should strive to obtain.

These objctivas were written by the principal, and

they mere based on his research and the input of

his professional staff. These objectives, or aims,

22
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can be found in Appendix A on page 55.

The staff voted 17 to 0 in favor of proceed-

ing to change from the ABC system to another which

would be more consistent with the seven major aims

noted above. The principal then outlined the gen-

eral steps which would have to take place in order

to implement a new system in the fall of 1973.

They included the following:

1. Approval of Area Superintendent

2. Develop a format for reporting student
progress to parents

3. Gain support of parents and students

4. Secure a firm commitment of the staff
to work with the principal in develop-
ing, implementing,and evaluating the
project.

5. Final approval of the project by the
Area Superintendent.

6. Secure financial support of the school
district.

7. Provide in-service programs for teachers
and parents to solve problems and sharpen
communication.

Area Superintendent Aonroval

The organizational structure of our school sys-

tem makes crincip:Ils directly accountable to their

Area Superintendent, who is directly accountable to

the Superintendent of Schools. The Area Superintendent

gave his approval on the conditions that my staff sup-

23
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ported the project; our community was behind the

change and kept well informed; and he was made

aware of the details of the new system and con-

sulted before any final decision was made to im-

plement.

DecidinT On A Format

After getting assurance from the staff and our

Parent Advisory Council that they supported the seven

basic aims, which we hoped to accomplish with a new

evaluation system, the principal began examining

different systems used by other schools. No var-

iation on the ABC system was found at the secondary

level within our own school district. In fact,

this writer found all secondary public schools in

the Denver metro area using the same ABC grading

system. A representative of the Colorado State

Department of Zducation indicated all public second-

ary schooln in Colorado were on te ABC. Some second-

ary schools provided sore options, on a limited bases,

such as pass-fail, satisfactory- unsatisfactory, or

a rating system which did essentially the same things

that ABC does. Educational journals provided a

better insight into what other schools ware doing

with grades throughout tna country. Appendix A, pa3es 56-60

24
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contains alternatives to the ABC system; these were

useful to our staff in developing our own system.

Numerous meetings with teachers, students, and

parents produced many important conclusions which

helped to determine the format of our reporting

system:

1. Parents want to know more about what
is actually being taught-their child in
each subject.

2. Parents want to know what objectives
teachers have in mind when teaching
units; this would help parents under-
stand why certain things are taught.

3. Teachers could not adequately express
their feelings about a child's strengths
and needs with ABC letter grades.

4. Teachers felt that the ABC system placed
too much pressure on too many students.

5. Teachers contended that too many students
were more interested in making high
grades than in learning and self-improve-
ment.

6. Students want their teachers to grade
them more fairly and not use grades to
punish them.

7. The pupils believe teachers should be more
open with students on the whole subject
of grades.

8. Students want to know more clearly what
is exnected of them in each subject.

9. The professional staff and parents agreed
that specific suggestions from teachers
on improving their children's progress
at school would be helpful to parents.

25
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10. Teachers need to comment on students'
conduct and attitude toward class and
peers, and parents want this informa-
tion.

11. The ABC system is an obstacle to teachers
in dealing with individual differences
of students.

12. Parents and staff agreed grades do more harm
than good to teacher -pupil and parent-
child rapport.

13. The staff felt that we would make
little progress it we went from one
rating system to another form of rating.

After considerable research, conferences with

fellow administrators, meetings and discussions with

parents, students, and staff, the principal proposed

a format for reporting student progress to parents

and students. After some revision,. it was accepted

by the staff and presented to the Parent Advisory

Council. It included the titles of specific units

within a course, the major course goals, a space for

the teacher to write an evaluation, and another space

for teachers to make written suggestions to parents

and students. The final report form which parents

and staff agreed upon is found in Appendix A on page 61.

Parents to Try Ne!vr System

The Belmont farent Advisory Council consists of

fifteen rcarents. This group tries to serve the best

interests of the community and students as they offer

advise and criticism to the principal 0)00 improving

26
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the school. The parent committee was given a concise

written proposal, a copy of the background paper titled

"the A30 Affair," and a sample report. These doc-

uments are found in Appendix A, pages 50, 61, and 62.

The reaction of the parent group was positive,

and they were pleased that parents would have a voice

00 the matter-of student evaluation. The following

-statement was included in the proposal which was pre-

sented to the parent council:

This system of evaluation must be unanimously
approved by the professional staff. The Bel-
mont Parent Advisory Council, upon recommend-
ation by the principal, will conduct a spring
parent - Lecher workshop to gain understanding
and support of Belmont parents and students.
After communicating with the parents and stud-
ents at large, the Belmont Parent Advisory
Council will make the final decision concern-
ing implementation of this proposal.

The council endorsed the new system and teamed with

the principal and several staff representatives in

sponsoring some informational sessions for other

parents. (See Appendix A, page 64.)

Large Na:iority of Students Ready for New System

Altriough most of our students had experienced

nothing but the ABC at the secondary level,-- and

in many instances, at the sixth grade level as well--

most expressed a willinzzness to try a different

arproach. Out of an enroll::ent of 300 students, 240

responded to St student survey on grades. Seventy

percent felt a new evaluation system should be tried.

27
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The survey questions and responses are contained in

Appendix A on pages 65 and 66.

Some interesting highlights of the survey show:

--41 cheat to make higher grades

- -5C;; would -learn more without grades

--50:; think their teachers do not grade fairly

- -33:4; try their best, but still receive C or lower

37% get punished by parents when they get bad marks

--501 receive extra privileges with good grades

523 felt incapable of making A in academic classes

The results of this survey do not show alarming

student dissatisfaction with the AB:; system, but one

must be reminded that they had been conditioned to

the AB3 tradition. What makes the student reactions

more revealing is that students had been conditioned,

over the last two years, to an ABC system with a unique-

ly different Philosophy:

frades issued by iielmont teachers represent
actual pro7ress made by a student in light
of his potential or ability. Every student,
therefore, has an equal chance to earn the
highest mar% of A. If learning is to be
individualized, so must the system of eval-
uation... tha amount of proc:ress is reflected
in a letter 7rade issued-at the end of each

week period.

T.he 4'u'l context of this satement on evaluation is

fo:zna !n a written communique which was sent to all

naren7s anA students.(.;ea Appendix :-. page 57.)

Iniz revision of the ;:3; philosophy was an attempt
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humanize the tradition. It should be pointed out, how-

ever, that several teachers continued to ignore indivi-

dual differences of students; the grade was still a

weapon for some teachers. The staff and principal felt

that this revision made the ABC less painful to teachers

and provided more motivation for student. But we agreed

that we had not gone far enough and that there were

communication problems surrounding the revision.

In light of the revision in philosophy, never-

theless, 52 percent of the students felt incapable

of earning the highest mark of A. A student eval-_

uation system or process should encourage students

to do their best and to have confidence that their

best effort will yeild fair returns. It does not

help a junior high student's self-image for him to

try his best and receive a low mark time after time..

When one student puts forth little effort and receives

an A, and his friend gives his best and earns a C

or B, both are confused about themselves: the latter

student gains a lower self-image and tries less-- after

three or four such experiences; the other student

inflates his self-concept and continues to offer min-

imal effort to secure the highest external rewards in

the form of letter grades. The unfair competitive

nature of the ABC system might have a place at higher

-4:
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levels of education, but it has questionable value

at the junior high level with 12 to 14 year old

children, who, are in the process of developing
4

self-concepts.

The student evaluation system should encourage

positive growth-- cognitive and affective-- regard-

less of the student's potential or ability. The

ABC Process does not do this well enough, and'the

new system under consideration in this report should

do more to enhance growth because the student will-

not be sterotyped with a letter grade. Instead he

will receive more praise, constructive criticism,

and recommendations for improvement based on his

own needs and strengths.

The Staff Commitment Naterializes

The support of the community and students had

now been demostrated for moving away from the ABC

to our proposed system of accountability in student

evaluation. It was now up to the principal and his

staff to carry through. The major tasks confronting

us were specifying units and writing course goals

for each subject offered to students. The process

of working together, rethinking our personal and

course goals, and reviewing what we were teaching

and why we were teaehLng it was very profitable to
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the professional growth of our staff; certainly our

students benefited too.

Units Designated for Evaluation Reports:

Most units of study in various subject areas

were developed by the instructional division of the

school system. Each school has the responsibility

of implementing the "required" units with considerable

leeway, for optional units planned by the central divi-

sion or created by the classroom teacher.

Listed under the title, "Major Topics of Study;"

were all the study units of the particular course_
both required and optional. By reviewing the units,

a parent could know what his child would be studying

t.hrought out the year. The listing of the study units

was an attempt to define the course for parents and

*students because they have a right to know what they

are devoting their time and effort tolerning.

Although there are not structured units relating

to basic skills in all areas, they were listed because

teachers devoted much time to them from week to week.

1.ore than 200 me,;or topics were listed for 38 different

courses.

It was a valuable experilice for the staff to

write out the topics of study for all their courses

because it forced all to take a careful look at what
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exactly was being taught. Teachers also became more

familiar with the curriculum in terms of what they

were expected to teach; this process of developing

and listing topics of study encouraged more accounti-
.

bility on the teacher's part toward teaching the

curriculum which was approved by our board of educa-

tion.

Course Goals Clarified:

To help parents and students gain a clearer un-

derstanding of each course, the teachers and princi-

pal formulated a set of goals for each course offer-

ing. The question which each teacher and the-prin-

cipal keyed upon in writing goals was: What are we

really trying to help students learn in each subject

area? This question provoked a good deal of self-

examination and reevaluation among our staff; the re-

sult was a sharper sense of direction on the part of

teachers in working with their students.

With some assistance from subject area coordi-

nators, the staff formulated more than 175 course goals

for 31 separate evaluation reports. The goals were

a blend of the cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor

domains: 100 cognitive, 50 affective, and 26 psycho-

motor.
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One should examine the study topics and course

goals with several critical questions in mind: Does

each report tell parents and students considerably

more about the subject than the ABC reporting format?

Is each report clearly worded? Do, the goals have

meaning for junier high students? Are parents in

a better position to understand what is being taught

and why? Will this format encourage more accountabil-

ity in student evaluation than the ABC system?

The student evaluation reports are contained in

Appendix A on pages 68-98.

Final Approval and Financial Sumport Given,

After reviewing the process of staff-community

involvement and the final evaluation forms develop-

Jed by the staff, the Area Superintendent gave his

suPport to the project.

The department of research had been involved

with the principal in offering suggestions and sources

which were of benefit. It was thro4gh this departxent

of our schoolsystem that financial"support was pro-

vided. .A total of ,:055.00 was required to produce

10,000 reports on natural carbons, in triplicate, in

31 separate subject areas.

Plans Made for In- Service Pro ;rams

Toward the end of the school'yearsplans were

made for future in-service programs aimed at assist-
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ing teachers in implementing the system and im-

proving parents'and studants' understanding of

the evaluation system. The major focus of teacher

training would be in designing systems which would

help the teacher assess students' progress on a

day to day,week to week bases. We would also

concern ourselves with improving our own written

communication skills, since we would be writing

comprehensive evaluations fbr parents and students.

It was also decided that a running in-service
1.

for parents would be helpful in improving commun-

ication between the school and community regard-

ing the new evaluation and reporting system.

In-service programs will be discussed in

more detail in the next section of this report.

IMPLEMENTATION OF STUDENT EVALUATION SYSTEM

Preparinp, Staff for UginT the New Process

Since teachers would not be using the ABC at

all, even on exems or homework assignments, our staff

developed systems for assessing daily student pro-

gress. Check lists, individual folders, and criteria

reference guide sheets are examples of some of the

aids developed by teachers, which took the place of

letter grades. Teachers noted students' strengths and

needs, communicated them to the students as soon as
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,-

possiblefland, at the end of each six week period,

teachers relied on their notes, check lists, etc.,

in writing reports to students and parents. Some

examples of the idea used by the staff for keeping

up with student growth are found in Appendix B on

pages 110-?112.

The staff also reviewed the seven major aims

of our project in preparation for implementation.

These aims should be noted at this point:

1. Increase student motivation by lessening
unfair grade competition.

2. Increase teacher objectivity in the evalua
tion of student progress.

...

3. Communicate more clearly the strengths and
needs to students and their parents.

4. Encourage a more realistic selfconcept
among students.

5. Make evaluation less threatening to students.

6. Deal more effectively with individual dif
ferences of students.

7. Enhance classroom instruction by making student
evaluation a more integral and on-going part
of learning.

Evaluation Reports Sent to Parents Every Six-Weeks

At the end of each six week period teachers sent

reports home with the students. The evaluations were

printed on natural carbons in triplicate: one for the

sutdent and parent, one for the teacher, and the last

for the school use. The teacher writes in the date,
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the student's name, circles the number of weeks

concluded and grade level, and then writes an eval-

uation of the student's progress-with recommendations

for improvement. If the report is the last one re-

ceived in the course, then- "Final Report" is cir-

cled. This applies to transfers moving away from

the school, semester courses, and full year subjects.

Final reports are filed in the student's cumlative

folder.

In-Service for Staff Geared to Implementation

The principal coorinated a series of in-service

sessions for the staff which were based on their ex-

pressed needs. Most of this training centered around

methods of assessing students' daily progress, improve-

ment of composition skills, and sharpening the contents

of the written evaluations.

One of the most beneficial training sessions re-

sulted when Leachers were ask to critique one another's

evaluations of students. each teacher got constructive

critt3isms -From e L ht tc- twelve fellow staff members.

An examnie of t,le results of this process is found in

Aio-nqix B on pro :es 113-115.

,nother prol devoted to composition

capit.al.izedon a worl:

'RP
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White called The Elements of Style. Teachers were

urged to place some composition guidelines in front

of themselves each time they filled out evaluation

forms on students. (See Appendix B, pages 116 and 117.)

Additional in-services were devoted to:

"Feedback from Staff, Students, and Parent Evaluations"

"Meeting Individual Needs of Teachers Relating to
Administration of the Evaluation System"

"Introduction and Explanation of Process to Students"

Administration of the System

The evaluation reports were completed by teachers

and sent home with students to parents at the end of

each six week period. The report includes the course

title, the general description of the topics of study,

major course goals, a written explanation of the pro-

gress made by the student, and specific recommenda-

tions to students and parents for pupil improvement.

Reports were made in triplicate, on natural carbon

paper, with one copy going to the student and parents(

one to the counselor, and the last copy was retained

by the teacher. Final reports for semester or full

year courses were placed in the student's cumulative

file.

Issuing Course Credit to Students

Each teacher maintained the right to issue "no

credit" to a student who had not shown adequate growth
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throughout the semester or full year. The prin-

cipal, however, challenged the staff to make the

Critical needs of the individual student the cen-

tral issue and not be concerned with "course credit."

Instead of failing a student, who had. not grasped

the necessary skills in Math I, the teacher and

counselor were ul7ed to meet with the student and

his parents to show them why the student should

repeat Math I. When the student and parent realized

that credit was not the issue, but that the teachet

was concerned with helping him improve his basic

skills so that he could have a successful experience

in Math II, the student had no objection to repeat-

ing the course; there was good reason. Too often,

students repeat courses simply because they made

F and, therefore, were required to take the course

over. The failure generally caused resentment on

the student's part toward the subject and teacher,

which were obstacles to his learning.

Unier school board policy, students must com-

plete 18 units during the junior high years. Eight

of thane units are required subjects, and the balance of

tan are elective. Although most of the staff followed
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the philosophy of counseling students and parents to

see the need for reDeating courses, instead issuing

a "no-credit," there were some exceptions: four ninth

graders received no credit in four courses, and one

eighth grade student was'issued no- credit. If the

"no-credits" were given in required courses, the

students repeated them in summer school; they could

substitute other courses for electives, which had

to be made up.

At least 11 students repeated courses for

which they had already received credit. The courses

which they repeated were math, science, and foreign

language-- skill oriented subjects where elementary

skills are requisite before moving to more advanced

levels. None of these students was required to re-

take courses. They and their parents were advised

that it would be in the student's best interest to

repeat certain courses; the students and parents

made the final decision to take the courses over

again.

Transferring Student Records Between Schools

An important practical consideration in main-

taining student records is satisfying other schools'

inquiries about a student's academic records. All

students leaving our school, whether by transfer or
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through graduation, were given final evaluations in

all courses. Final evaluations carriel recommendations

to other schools and teachers concerning the place-

.ment of the pupil in the event he needed remedial

help or an extra challenge in a subject area.

Standardized test data also was made available to

receiving schools.

At the end of the school year a sticker specify-

ing the courses completed was attached o the young-

ster's record file. His final evaluations in all

subjects were also included in the folder. Some

examples of the stickers may be referred to in

Appendix B on page 118.

More than 40 schools from within and without

our school system remested students' records. None

expressed dissatisfaction with our evaluation system.

Academic Honor Society Continues Without ABC

The National Junior Honor Society and the local

academic honor roll continued to function without the

ABC system. These organizations were continued because

the staff and parents felt that exceptional academic

pro:;ress deserved special recognition. The intention,

after all, with our new evaluation system was to

stimulate a higher qualy .117 scholorship among the
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our students.

In order for a student to make the academic

honor roll, all of his or her teachers'indicated

that the academic progress was satisfactory, and

four of the student's six teachers agreed that the

pupil's academic progress or achievement was out-

standing or exceptional.

Under the ABC system, the previous year, 24

students were inducted into the National Honor

Society. With no change in the academic standards

of the organizaion, 35 students were initiated into

the society during the first year of the new system

of student evaluation.

Inte::rating Instruction and Evaluation

The most important process in evaluation is

communicating to the student where he stands in a

course and what he can do to improve. Teachers

were encouraged by the principal to communicate

daily with students about their progress in class.

Records and check lists of student achievement in

individual classes were made available to students

so that they could assess their own progress.

Student evaluation was not secretive, but instead

very open.
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Just as teachers had set goals for themselves

and their students, pupils were given incentive to

set personal learning goals in courses. The main

purpose of written and oral examinations was not

to Pass or fail a pupil as is often the case with

the ABC system. Instead, the teacher was more in-

terested in determining strengths and weaknesses of

students in order to meet those needs. As students

came to realize thiS, the threat of evaluation abated.

Undcr this process of student evaluation, teacher

and student evaluation of the pupil's growth was more

an instructional process.

EVALUATIONM OF NEW 3Y3TN

Evaluation StrateP.:y
11

A comprehensive assessment of both the process

of evaluating pupils and the manner of reporting pro-

gress was coordinated b7 the principal. The profes-

sional staff, student body, and the parents participated

in an assessment process involving formative and sum-

mative evaluations, affective surveys, goal oriented

and goal free evaluations, unobtrusive measures, and

direct observation of side effects. A team of out-

side evaluators also -2rciided added perspective to

the evaluation of this 7roect. he primary purpose

11 i:uch of the strategy wls taken from W. James Popham's
'An ;valuation Guidebool:, :os Angeles: The Instructional
uo;jective3 .xchatv.:01 1r2.
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behind evaluating this project was to find answers

to the following questions:

What are the positive and negative consequences
of the system for students, parents, and teachers?

To what extent were the seven major aims of the
project accomplished?

Should the system be continued and, if so, what
revisions should be made?

An Evaluation Team OfferSValuable Input

The original proposal called for a team consisting

of parents, teachers, students, a senior high course

lor, our counselor, another administrator from out

side, and the principal. Although the intent of this

writer was that this team would evaluate our evaluation

project, its members decided not to formally evaluate,

but instead to advise the staff and principal on ways

to improve and evaluate the project. This team recom

mended the following: j

1. Parents, studentsland staff should evaluate
the system, and the results should be open
to all.

2. Our junior high should work more closely with
the senior high which it feeds. This would
help improve the senior high's understanding
of the system.

3. A follow up study should be made to determine
how well our students perform in senior high
after being away from the A2C for one year.

4, A survey be taken at our school and another
school to compare attitudes of students on
the ABC and non-AB3 systems.
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The Staff Evaluates the System

Vour evaluations by the seventeen member staff,

over a period of six months, reveal the following:

1. Teachers spent an average of 7.3 minutes in

filling out each student evaluation form.

One-third of the staff, however, required
five minutes or less.

2. The major problems confronting teachers in
completing evaluation forms were:

Thinking of good recommendations.

Expressing themselves in a positive fashion.

Repeating the same words or phrases too
often.

Being concise and to the point.

The amount of time spent in filling
out the evaluations.

3. This new process of student evaluation con-
trasted to the ABC benefited the teachers
in the following ways:

They could combine the affective and
cognitive areas.

Improved teacher -pupil rapport.

Causes teachers to be more specific
with their praise and criticism of
students.

Better communication with students and
parents about the child's progress.

)re convenient to praise students.

Clearer understanding of what the students
and teachers ale trying to accomplish.

Better teacher awareness of strengths
and weaknesses of students.

Copies of these evaluations including the tab-
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ulation and breakdown of the staff's responses are

in Appendix C on pages 120-130.

Positive Reaction of Staff Toward Goal Achievement

In April the staff completed another survey which

was geared to the seven major aims ofthe project.

(See Appendix A, page 54 lor the aims.) Again, teachers,

were asked to contrast the ABC system with the one

in oper&tion. The results show a positive attitude

among the staff toward the new system:

1. Seven teachers felt the system increased stu-
dent motivation by lessening unfair grade
competition.

Four saw no major change in student motiva-
tion.

Six had no reaction.

2. Fifteen teachers agreed that the system in-
creased teacher objectivity in evaluating
students.

One felt less objective in evaluating students.

One had no response.

3. Sixteen teachers contended that the system
permitted better communication between teachers,
students, and parents concerning the strengths
and needs of students.

One had no response.

4. Twelve teachers indicated that the system
encouraged a more realistic self-concept among
students.

Ave had no response.
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5. Fifteen teachers felt that this system
made the process of evaluation less threaten-
ing to students.

One saw no difference in threat.

One felt that the system was more threatening
than the ABC.

6. Sixteen teachers said the system helped them
deal more effectively with individual differ-
ences of students.

One felt less effective in dealing with in-
dividual differences.

7. Thirteen teachers reported that student eval-
uation had become a more integral and on-go-
ing part of learning under the new system.

Two teachers disagreed with the thirteen.

Two did not respond.

8. Sixteen teacherlpreferred to continue the new
system during the next school year_with some
revisions.

One teacher felt we should return to the ABC.

The complete survey and staff responses may be

found in Appendix C on pages 128-130. Two important

points should be noted at this time: all staff eval-

uations of this project were anonymous to minimize peer

or administrator pressures, and,even though some of

the staff's reactions were not as positive as others,

there is more satisfaction with this system than with

the ABC. There seems to be a comparative advantage

over the tradition grading system, based on the staff

surveys.

wP.
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Parent Reaction Favorable

Parents were asked to react to two surveys during

the school year-- once in late November and once in

April. Both surveys contained the same five questions

and offered parents a chance to express their own

Personal pleasure or dissatisfaction with the new

student evaluation system. Approximately 75 percent

of the families responded to the written surveys. The

rections were generally positive and are shown below:

Question One-- Overall, have you been pleased
with the new system of student evaluation this
year?

November Results:
Yes-- 69% Undecided-- 26% No-- 5%

April Results:
Yes-- 7L Undecided-- 8% No7- 18%

Question Two-- Does this evaluation system tell
you more about your child's performance in school
than the ABC system?

November Results:
Yes-- 80% Same- 9 %- --No -- 11%

April Results:
Yes-- 69% Undecided-- 13% No-- 18%

Question Three-- In your opinion, has your child
seemed to be trying harder this year than last year?

November Results:
Yes-- 65,; Same-- 27;5 No-- 8%

April Results:
Yes-- Undecided-- 22; No-- 26%

Question Four-- Have the evaluations, generally,
communicated the strengths and needs of your child
to you more than the ABC system?

November Results:
Yes-- 80'; Undecided-- 7,b No-, 13%

April Results:
Yes-- 70 Undecided-- l2% No-- 18;5
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Question Five-- After two(four for the April survey)
evaluations, do you prefer this system over the
ABC system?

November Results:
Yes-- 68;6 Undecided-- 19% No-- 10

April Results:
Yes-- 65% Undecided-- 1L1% No-- 21%

Question Six-- Please list the main reasons for
your pleasure or displeasure with the evaluation
system.

November-April parent comments:
39% of the families wrote comments sup-
porting the system which included the
following:

Provides parents with better un-
derstanding of child's progress.

More specific information provided
about student's strenths and Irak-
nesses.

Seems to have prompted my child to
work harder this year.

10:- of the families expressed dissatis-
faction j_th the new system:

Does not give a true picture of
my child's progress.

The new system should be combined
with the A.Bj.

Copies of the two surveys are contained in Appendix

C on pages 131-132.A tabulation of all parent comments

was done Ilyoar)nts and is found in Appendix C, pages 133-134.

7.tudent r:oaction Lass l'ositive

One premise of this systam of evaluatin; students

is that otudents WAO try harder in school will learn

and i-r,r;rove more than those who do not. fais principal,
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therefore,, surveyed students in an attempt to find

out if they thought they were trying harder under

this system than when they were under the ABC dur-

ing the previous yea. Students were also asked

to explain their answers. Students did not sign

their names to the surveys which, we hoped, encouraged

more candor on their parts.

The November survey:
62% said they were trying harder this year
than last.

10% said they were not trying as hard this
year as last.

28% said their effort was the same both years.

The April survey:
4856 said they were trying harder this, year
than last.

196 said they were not trying as hard this
year as last.

336 said their effort was the same both years.

Reasons given by students in both surveys for try-

ing harder this year as opposed to last include:

16% indicated they were trying to learn more.

12:. said they trying to get better grades or eval-
uations.

commented that school was more fun and interest-
ing.

6% noted that school was more difficult.

students also listed reasons for not trying as

hard this year as last:

saia they would do better with ABC grades.
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thought school was too easy.

L commented that school was too boring.

Students were, asked in the April survey if they

preferred to continue with the new system or go back

to the ABC. Forty-nine percent wanted to continue

the new system; twelve percent were undecided; and

392 nerferred to return to the ABC. After review-

ing the percentages it was discovered that sixty

percent of the seventh and eighth wanted to .'continue

the system, whereas fifty percent of the ninth graders

desired to return to the ABC. It may be that the
lh

ninth grade was closer to the ABC since they would

be returning to the system the next year at the

senior high level. (See Appendix C, pages 135-137.)

One of the most interesting student responses

was that only three percent of the students connected

their lack of hard work with the absence of the ABC.

Twelve percent, however, continued to get their moti-

vation from grades or evaluations-- even though no

grades were given in any classes.

In the view of this writer, the students were im-

pressed wizh the system or process at first because

they thought school would be easier without grade. But

when they discovered school was not easier, toward the
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end of the year, they were less enthusiastic about

the new evaluation project.

Positive Side Effects Observed

There were many positive developments which

occurred during the first year of the new system

of student evaluation. Although it would be dfffi-

t:#
.

cult to prove that all the positive side effects

were the direct result of the new system, it is

likely that the new system had some impact on them.

The new evaluation was the only major change in

our instructional program; personnel, curriculum,

policies, procedures, supplies, equipment, and

the facility were relatively the same both years:

1972-73 without the new system and 1923-74 with

the new system. Some of the side effects are listed

below:

1. The number of disciplinary referrals sent
by teachers to the assistant principal or
principal decreased by 27.

2. The number of students reauesting transfers
from one class to another because they felt
the teacher was grading them unfairly dropped
from 16F6 to less. than 2.

3. The number of parent complaints about teachers
sharply declined.

4. The National Junior Honor Society inducted
2h students in 1973 under the ABC and 35 pupils
in 1974 under the new system. Standards for
admission both years remained equally high.
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5. Standardized test results showed steady
improvement under the new system. Post
test results at the end of the first year
that the new system had been in, effect
reveal growth for a one year period. The
California Test of Basic Skills- Reading
was used to measure growth:a

Seventh Grade-- 531 improved their percentile
score by more than five points. 35% did
not change their score by more than five
percentile. 121 declined by more than five
percentile points.

Eighth Grade- Using the same criteria, 38$
improved; 40 remained the same; and 22%
declined.

Ninth Grade-- Again, using the same criteria,
35% improved; Yr, remained the same; and 29%
declined.

It should be pointed out, however, that thos6

who remained the same on the pre and post tests act-

ually grew by one grade level. For example, if a

student scores 52 percentile on a seventh grade test

as a seventh grader, and 52 percentile on the eighth

grade form of the same test as an eighth grader, he'

is showins approximately one year's growth. 3t better

.way of measuring growth is through the "expanded test

score," but percentile scores provide a standand of

comearison also.

re -test results snow 69 of the seventh grade

atov.., the national nonm. sifter one year under the

`Test data used here is only for those students for whom
e hfld both pre and post test results. i:any students

_r;r:ncferred to our school Ion; after pre-tests were
al:Y1.nistered to the ocher. students.
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the new evaluation project, 82',i of the same students

scored above the national norm in reading. In the

eighth1452% remained above the national norm on both

the pre and post. The ninth grade wellt from 50*

above on the pre-test to 56% above on the post test.'

One thing seems certain: the new evaluation

system had no adverse effect on students standardized

test scores.

6. Of more than 100 students interviewed, 65%

indicated they would prefe^ to take a grade of C

home to their parents with no written teacher criti-

cism than to take a grade of A or B with specific

criticism of their class conduct or performance in

class. When the same students were asked why they

were trying more or trying less in classes, only

3 mentioned ABC grades in their responses.

7. An affective survey given to the entire

student body revealed a positive student attitude

toward the school: Eight-state norm-- 2.90; our

norm was 3.63. (Lee the results of the survey in

Appendix on par4e 133.)

8. Student absenteeism declined by more than

23

9. Stul,ant truancy dccrea3ed by more than 24:.S.
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10. One teacher who had many discipline problems

the previous year, when the ABC had been in effect,

improved greatly. His disciplinary referral went

from 55 in 19'72-73 to 30 in 1973-74. Grades had been

a major source of frustration between this teacher

and his students during the previous year.

Another teacher's referrals dropped from

45 to 15. Both teachers attributed much of their

success to the new evaluation system.

Students Dramatize Evaluation System

During the spring, students produced several

skits to be performed at our feeder elementary

schools. The purpose of the skits was to show

the elementary students that our school was a

good one. One of the skits was about the new

evaluation system and how good it was for students.

The skit suggestel students tried harder and learned

more with the new system of evaluation.

Outside Cbservation Team .lialuqtes System

The )iractor of research and his assistant, from

within our school system, were asked to make their own

personal assessment of our evaluation project. The

team came to the school and interviewed parents,

stuints, ar /I teachers on their perceptions of the
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new project. This team designed their own questions

and selected the people interviewed- with the excep-

tion of parents; the school asked parents to come in

for the interview who held different opinions about

the evaluation system. To achieve more oneness, the

principal'was never involved in the interviews; nor

was he made aware of the names of those interviewed.

A complete report of this evaluation team's findings

is found in Appendix C on pages 139-143. Some of the

highlights of their report are noted below:

Parent reactions: (Six parents interviewed)

The new forms tell more than the ABC cards.

Parents are learning more about students in
the affective area.

The new system stimulates more self - evaluation
on the cart of pupils.

The new system makes teachers consider more
intensively what the responsibilities of the
school are.

All parents indicated a,feeling that they
have too imprecise a notion of what progress
their youngster is making.

Student reactions: (.Si '?t students interviewed)

All felt that tae old A3."; system told them pre-
cisely how they stood.

Students readily admitted that they had con-_.
spired to keep, zYarents from too close contact
with theLr teacners.

Teacher reactions: (Five teachers 'interviewed)

The system required much more work from them.

All felt communication with parents had hiproved
as a result of t'ae systee.
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REVISION 03 SYSTEM

The consensus among parents, students, and

staff was that the new system of evaluating and

reporting student progress was a better one than

the A3C. Evaluations of the system did, however,

indicate that some revisions after the first year

of implementation would make the system more ef-

fective. The following revisions were made for

the subsequent year:

1. Reporting periods were changed from six
weeks to nine weeks for the following rea-
sons:

Many units of study reauire four weeks,
and it would be better to evaluate students
after completion two units as opposed to
one and a half.

Reduce the work load for teachers.

Provide mid-quarter progress reports to
parents. (See Appendix D, page 145.)

2. Course goals were revised and transfcrmed into
specific 'student outcomes." This was aimed
at making evaluation more precise.

3. place for standardized test information is
provided on all language arts and math forms.
(See Appendix D, pages 146-143 and 150-153.)

4. The title, "Units of Study" was changed to "Areas
of Study" so that parents and students would
not think that all study was in the context of
formalized units.

A comolete set ot the revised evaluation forms is

prDvided in kop,:ndix D on pa;!;es 146-1',6. The format

and contents of the revised forms can readily be com-
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pared with tne originals, which are found in Appendix

A on pages

SUPPORT AND INTEREST IN NEW SYSTEM EXPANDS

The school system endorsed the project for

another year by providing the necessary financial

support. The superintendent in charge of program

implementation has suggested a formal presentation

of the project to other administrators to explore

Possibilities for expanding the system to other

schools.

This principal was asked by the Colorado State

Accountability Committee to make a presentation about

the new concept of student evaluation, which might

be shared with other school administrators through-

out the state.

Since the inception of this project, this prin-

cipal has been asked to serve on two district-wide

committees that are concerned with student evalua-

tion.

There is no contention on this writer's part

that the evaluation system, which is the'subject of

this renort, is the only sound one. There must be

many. But there is no question in this principal's
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mind, after more than a year's experience with

41-gis Pi4ject, that the A3C does more harm than
.

good in our classrooms.

The ae of accountability is upon us, and

educators, parents, and students should not ldlt

it pass without a serious review of evaluation'

processes and procedures being used in our schools,

which have a major influence on today's youth.
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THE ABC AFFAIR

by

Maran Doggett

The primary object of student evaluation should be to communicate

with students and parents about the performance of the student relative

to the course goals and units of study. Traditionally, students have

earned an A, B, C, D, or F which in theory represented a competency

level in a given area, e.g., math, language arts, science, etc. How-

ever, too often the letter grade actually represents something else: a

student's ability to compete with other students in grasping subject

content, a student's intellectual potential, or his skill-effeciency

level. Cne of the consequences of the ABC system is that the academi-

cally or physically gifted achieve the highest marks at the expense of

the less gifted, or the "bright elite" receive less chall4mge while the

teacher works with the slower learners. Either way, the students are

in direct grade-competition with one another, and the higher letter

grades usually glorify the "winners." The real needs of most of the

students are usnally compromised.

Evaluation and instruction have at least one highly substantive

thing in common: the process is more important than the content because

the means to the end of evaluation should be the real essence of evalua-

tion. Students will learn much from experiencing an evaluative process

which maximizes good communication, a continuing dialogue, clear expec-

tations, and a sincere concern for student improvement. Traditionally,

the ABC grades issued the student on a test or grade renort was the

termination notice. The course or unit of study is over so learning

is supposed to stop. However if evaluation of student performance is

on-going, the student and teacher will gain a sharper sense of direction
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for assessing needs, planning and implementing learning activities. Eval-

uation should not be outside the educative process; it is an integral

part of it.

There are many disadvantages to the ABC system, and Kindsvatter's

arguments against this tradition of grading are worth noting:

1. Marks are variable, subjective, contaminated even capricious.

2. Marks create a condition of unfair competition.

3. Marks reflect an aristocratic rather than democratic attitude.

4. Marks preoccupy students and their parents.

5. Marking practices deny the psychological principle of individual
differences.

6. Marking practices tend to influence teaching in the direction
of memorization and regurigation at the expense of concept
formation and creativity.

7. Marking practices encourage student dependence.

8. Marks frequently have an emotional impact that is at variance
with good mental health practices.'

The ABC system does not enhance success experiences among many

students; instead it generally deters them. When the junior high stu-

dent "learns" that his best is not only not 'good enough but too often

unacceptable, he may develop a very low impression of himself. He may

see himself as others view him -- a failure. The problem becomes acute

when the student accepts his deficiencies, a priori, and exerts little

effort to improve himself. After all, if at first you don't succeed,

then try, try again, try one more time, and then quit!

1Richaid-Kiedscatter, "Guidelines For Better Grading", Clearing House,
February, 1969, P:!532
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Educational psychologists, Carl Rogers, Earl C. Kellery, A. H.

Maslow, and Arthur W. Combs all agree "That human natural is basically

good, and that an individual human being has an innately given nobel

potential which in the most desirable case, he will strive to realize."2

The ABC system is an obstacle to helping kids move toward self-actualiza-

tion, which is so important in the total educational development of

junior high students.

There is a healthy trend toward
s
humanizing and individualizing

instruction, but we have neglected to renovate an ineffective, and

according to Arthur Lean, a dangerous system of grading:

In spite of the staggering amount of incontrovertible

evidence that grading not only does not accomplish its

purpose but in reality inhibits and injures the educative

process, we obstinately continue with this perverted practice.3

If education is to be hudanized and instruction individualized, the tech-

nique, manner, and format of evaluation must be painted with warmer shades

--of care, expertize, and determined effort on the part of the teacher to

help kids succeed.

Teachers often verbalize the importance of individual differences

and meaningful evaluation; yet we continue unintentionally, and often

times, unknowingly, to discourage a student who does his best, because

his best is not good enough to meet the standard set for all. The

method of student evaluation must do more than just acknowledge the impor-

tance of good self-concept: students should receive positive re-enforce-

ment, they should gain a clear understanding of how they can assess their

own performance, and they need to experience a genuine feeling of self- worth.

2James B. Van Hoven, "Reporting Pupil Progress: A Broad Rationale For
New Practices", PHI Delta Kaoran, February, 1972, P.365

3Arthur E. Lean, rIhe Farce Called- Grading ", School Resources Information
Service, August, 1971, P.17
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In Crisis In The Classroom, Charles Silberman claims that. :3econ-

dary teachers too often fail to promptly return exams so that students

can discover what they failed to understand or learn. The students

must live with their own performance after they leave school, so teachers

should inform students when they are not meeting performance standards.

But when it becomes clear to the students that the purpose of testing

is not evaluation but rating them ABC, the result is often to destroy

interest in learning. "What is worth learning, the students quickly

realize is what will be asked for on the exam."
4

There is more to

learning and evaluation than textbooks and examinations. Far too many

students think that the mid-term or final exam is the only process of

evaluation. They think this because they have experienced it.5

A more desirable approach to evaluation than ABC is to decide what

it is that a student needs to learn, which would then serve as the basis

of realistic performance standards. The student's interest, achievement

and skill levels should help the teacher and student in developing the

performance standards. For instance, one should not expect a student

to do well in algebra when he does not know how to add, substract, or

multiply. The performance standards should first deal with the funda-

mentals of math. Together, the teacher and student should determine

when the student has reached the performance.leveld' In sho#-Iittdett

progress should be measured in relation to.performance_staddmids

developed by the educators and students. The students and parents should

be made aware of the progress and of its important implications for the

student. An ABC grading system usually makes it more difficult to

4
Charles E. Silberman, Crisis In The Classroom, New York, Random House,
1970, P.347-348

5Ibid. P.348
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understand a student's real progress. Students moving from one school

to another could be placed in classes according to their actual per-

formance level. A comprehensive student evaluation would be worth

more than an ABC to the counselor or teacher of the transfer student.

In the students' minds, one of the most important elements of a

grading system is fairness, which places a massive responsibility on

the grader. We all know of examples where students submitted the iden-

tical paper to different teachers and received substantially different

grades, or, where students turned in the same paper to the same teacher.

at a later time and received a good grade the first time and a bad

grade the second time. Even though most teachers try to be fair in

their evaluation of students with the ABC, they are attempting the im-

possible.

The energy with which many students compete for high letter grades

needs to be refocused upon learning and meeting critical needs of kids.

Helping students, parents and teachers recognize these needs and im-

plement performance standards aimed at evaluating them is an important

goal which needs our attention now.
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Seven Na or Aims

1. Increase student motivation by lessening unfair

grade competition.

2. Increase teacher objectivity in the evaluation

of student progress.

3. Communivate more clearly the strengths and needs

to students and their parents.

4. Encourage a more realistic self-concept among

students.

5..Nake evaluation less threatening to students.

6. Deal more effectively with individual differences

of students.

7. Enhance classroom instruction by making student

evaluation a. more integral and on-going part of

learning.
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

61

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)

Date Number of Weeks Completed: 6
12 18 24 3o 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand why and what is being taught.

Alegbra I

Major Topics of Study of This Course:

Whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, square roots, and algebraic
numbers as they relate to one another

Abstract numbers as they are used in equations and inequations

Solving word problems

Understanding and using graphs

Individual projects stressing practical application of algebra

Major Goals of This Course:

Strengthen ability to compute accurately addition, subtraction, multi-t
plication and division problems

Students will be able to solve equations by applying computing skills

. Improve skills needed to cope with original math problems

Frepare students for more advanced study in mathematicS

Help students realize that studying math can be both fun and valuable

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran roggett, Principal
Robyn Wood, Teacher

Special Note To Parents:
discuss this evaluation.
ized teat scores in math
may discuss the tests on

Teacher's Signature

Please contact this teacher if you would like to
Call 237-1393 between' 7:45 and 8:45 A.M. Standard-

will be available for students and parents. Parents
"Parent=Teacheivfonference Days".
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PROPOSAL

To replace our system of student evaluation at Belmont Junior High with a
more comprehensive plan for evaluating and reporting progress of students.

AIMS

1. Increase student motivation by lessening unfair grade competition

2. Increase teacher objectivity in the evaluation of student progress
3. Communicate more clearly the strengths and needs to students and their

parents

4. Encourage a more realistic self-concept among students

5. Make evaluation less threatening to students

6. Deal more effectively with individual differences of students
7. 7mhance classroom instruction by making student evaluation a more integral

and on-going part of learning

EVALUATION RE CRT FORMAT

Each student will receive an evaluation of performance for each course at the
end of each six week period. The report will include the course title, the
general description of the topics of study, major course goals, an explanation
of the progress madeby the student, and specific recommendations for improve-

/
meat.

ADMINISTRATION

The evaluation reports will be sent home with students to parents at the end
of each six week period. A report will be filed in the student's cumulative
folder at the end of each semester. The reports will be made in duplicate
with one copy for teacher-counselor use and the other for the parent.

TRANSR EiG RECORDS

A FINAL REPORT will accompany any student transferring to another school.
This report will indicate the need for advanced or remedial areas in math
or language arts. A copy of course descriptions will accompany the student's
records.

EVALUATICN

A team consisting of parents, teachers, students, a senior high counselor, the
Belmont Counselor and Principal will work with the community and staff in
e7aluating the new eyshem. Recommendations concerning revision, continuation,
or termination will be made to the staff and Area Superintendent prior to thezubsevent year.
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IMPLEMMATTCN

This system cf evaluation must be unanimously approved by the professional
staff. The Belmont Parent Advisory Council upon recommendation by the
principal will conduct a spring parent-teacher workshop to gain understanding
and support of Belmont parents and students. After communicating with the
parents and students at large, the Belmont Parent Advisory Council will make
the final decision concerning implementation of this proposal.
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April 16, 1973

Dear Parents,

64

The Belmont staff and Parent Advisory Council believe that student
evaluation is very important and a new, more effective,

approach_ shouldbe taken. The A, B, C, D, or F which your child receives each nine weeksoften does not c nvey the real needs and progress of our students to theirparents.

In an attempt to improve our system of student
evaluation, the Belmontstaff has rrorosed

a different format for reporting student progress (seethe examrle attached).

All parents are invited to attend a special meeting or. Thesday at6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria to discuss the nev student evaluation system.Representatives from the Belmont Advisory Council and the staff will bepresent to answer questions and clarify our aims (see the proposal attached).

Sincerely,

:4aran Dos3ett, Principal
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Fivst rcriod Teacher

65

Circle only one answer to each question of statement

1. The best grade that I am carable of making in Tong. Art, Science, or
Path is : A B C D F

2. Most of my teachers since the first grade have graded me.. A-fairly
B - unfairly

3 Most of my teachers over the last two or three years have graded:
A - Too hard B - Not hard enough C - Graded about right

! I receive some kind of punishment whea I take home had grades:
A - True B - False

. 1. receive extra privileges when I take home good grades:
A - True B - False

. The rain reason I try to make good grades is to please: myself, my parents,
my friends. A - True B - False

Y. Oiler the last two years w1lon I try my very best in classes I still receive
less thin.e.n A or B: A - True B - False

8. I think most of my teachers over the last five years play favorites
when grading: A - True B - False

9. If I didn't gc,t grades in a class I would learn: A - More B - Less

10. To be very honezt, I sometimes cheat mainly to rake a higher grade:
A - True B - False

tr:' would not
C,
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September 13, 1973

Results of Gtudent Survey on Grading

1. 131 felt they were "capable" cf ma.J A in language arts, science, or math.113 --
25 C

2. 253 felt most of their teachers since first grade graded them fairly.26 -- unfairly

3. 19 felt most of their teachers over the last two or three years have gradedthem too hard.
22 -- not hard enough
234 -- about right

4. 94 receive some kind of Punishment when they take home bad grades.166 -- do not

5. 171 received extra privileges when they take home good grades.186 -- do not

6. 156 try to cake good grades mainly to please themselves.112 -- parent
1 -- friend

7. 87 felt that even though they tried their best over the last 2 years, they stillreceived leas than A or B.
179 -- got A or B

8. 34 felt "most" of their teachers over the last 5 years have played favoriteswhen grading.
189 -- disagreed

9. 124 felt they would learn more without grades.
124 -- disagreed

10. 113 indicated that they cheated sometimes mainly to make a higher grade.162 -- never cheated mainly to make a higher grade

11. 170 felt we should try the new system of Student Evaluation.70 -- felt we should not try it

NC %': The discrey:ancy in the numbers relative to the totals is because some did notrespond t r some questicns.
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November 8, 1972

A STATEMENT ON EVALUATION OF STUDENTS.

Grades issued by Belmont teachers represent actual progress made

by a student in light of his potential or ability. Every student,

therefore, has an equal chance to earn the highest mark of At If learn-

ing is to be individualized, so must the system of evaluation.

The Belmont staff, working with students; is making a determined

effort to recognize individual needs and abilities of students in

various subject areas and then develop strategies, activities and programs

aimed at meeting these needs and encouraging progress: the amount of

progress is reflected in a letter grade issued at the end of each nine

week period.

If you have questions or comments about our philosophy of evaluation,

please feel free to contact the principal.

Sincerely,

THE BEIMONT STAFF



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

68

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS I

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

The library and related materials
The use of dictionary and vocabulary development
Language as a vehicle through which attitudes are revealed
Science Fiction: inference, fact, opinion, speculation, learning and

figure of speech

Greek and Roman Mythology and-aMparison of cultures
Mechanics and skills of writing

Major Goals:

Development of reference skills using library materials and basic library
techniques

Develop critical thinking skills through the study of literature: distinguish
fact from opinion, speculation and use of inference

Improve basic communication. skills: verbal and written
Increase appreciation and skills in reading

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Moran Doggett, Principal
Amy Barry, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m. 78

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS II

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 8

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

Purpose, audience, tone, structure, point of view in language
Propaganda devices and techniques
Mass media and their effects upon modern life
The folk hero in literature, fact and fiction
Young people maturing seen through literature. and self-examination
Mechanics and skills of writing

Major Goals:

Understanding of the nature of language, its history, purposes, levels,
and the impact of modern technology on verbal communication

Identification of heroic characteristics and comparison of various cultures
that comprise our American heritage

Develop insight into the common problems of growing up
Improve basic communication skills: verbal and written
Increase appreciation and skills in reading

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Connie Self, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m. 79

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS III

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

rarents of Grade Level 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's percJrmance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Eajor Topics of Study:

Writing: sentence and paragraph development in composition
Proof-reading

Reading development and improving reading skills through: the short story,
. the novel, drama, poetry, newspaper
Speech and Drama: public speaking, dramatics and non-verbal communication
Career education

Major Goals:

Develop confidence and skills to manipulate both written and spoken words in
order to express thought and feelings effectively

Encourage reading as an enjoyable leisure activity as well as a source of
understanding

Provide an insight into various occupations and personal qualities necessary
for success in them

Develop honesty and pride in one's self so that he can view, more realistically,
the potential he has to make positive contributions to others

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

'-saran Doggett, Principal
Robert Finan, Teacher
Connie Self, Teacher

Special Note To Parents:
this evaluation or the ge
and 8:45 a.m.

Teacher's Signature

Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

80

FINAL RETORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

71
SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS

READING

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
Comprehension and word attack skills
Vocabulary Development
Study Skills
Application of basic reading skills

Major Goals:
Develop student's reading skills through work in phonics, comprehension

and vocabulary
Develop the study skills necessary for reading in content areas such as

social studies, technical arts, etc.
Develop the critical reading skills necessary for everyday life
Promote reading as an enjoyable leisure activity

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Haran Doggett, Principal
Jane Hayes, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Farents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

81
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
72

SUBJECT: MATH I

Date
Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of
Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Generaltopics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parent: under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
Whole numbers, fractions,

decimals, percents, and other types of numbersNumber relationships
To understand addition, subtractidn, multiplication, and division by

using models and illustrations
Basic geometric concepts
Measurements

Major Goals:

Strengthen ability to Compute accurately in addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division problems

Improve efficiency in problem solving
Develop problem solving techniques
To help students see the practical use of math outside the classroom
To stimulate curiosity and critical thinking

Evaluation of Performance:.

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Leonard Holtzclaw, Teacher
Robyn Wood, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discussthis evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:43and 8:45 a.m.

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: MATH II

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6, 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

Whole numbers fractions, decimals, percents and other types of numbers
Number relationships
Solving word problems

Geometric concepts and constructions
Understanding and using graphs
Measurement
Pre-algebra concepts

Major Goals:

Strengthen ability to accurately compute addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division problems

Improve efficiency in problem solving
Develop problem solving techniques
To help students see the practical use of math outside the classroom
Encourage the use of math outside the school

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
e:,Aeocard Holtzclaw, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To P rents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation o. the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m. 83

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: GENERAL MATH

Date

Parents of

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
Whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents and how they relate to each other
Consumer math: banking, investing and loans
Household and practical skills: math related to home economics, technical

arts, typing. etc.
Recreational math
Learning to use time saving devices
Understanding and u-ing graphs

Major Goals:

Strengthen ability to compote lcurately additiOn. subtraction, multi-
plication and division problems

Improve efficiency in problem solving
Develop problem solving techniques
.Promote a general appreciation of math and its uses
Encourage the use of math outside school

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Robyn Wood, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progreSs of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m. 84

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)
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BEINONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: ALGEBRA I

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General

topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

?ajor Topics of Study:
Whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, square roots, and algebraic

numbers as they relate to one another
Abitract numbers as they are used in equations and inequations
Solving word problems
Understanding and using graphs
Individual projects stressing practical application of algebra

Major Goals:
Strengthen ability to compute accurately addition, subtraction,

multiplication and division problems
Students will be able to solve equations by applying computing skills

. Improve skills needed to cope witdoriginal math problems
Prepare students for more advanced study in mathematics
Help students realize that studying math can be both fun and valuable

Evaluation of Performance

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Robyn Wood, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like tcdiscuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

85
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)k



BEIMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

76

SUBJECT: LIFE SCIENCE

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

Interaction of all living and non-living things
Various systems of the body, including the circulatory, reproduction,

nervous, digestive, and excretory systems
Man's effect on the ecological balance of his environment
Organisms change as a result of genetics and heredity
The process of evolution

Major Goals:

Understand how man influences and affects his environment
Develop an adequate lab technique, basic investigative skills, and

attitudes necessary for successful experiment
Gain major concepts of life science through simple biological experiments
Develop an understanding for the-value of life

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Linda Behm, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

86
FINAL REPORT:YEZ - No

(Circle One)



BE,MONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date Number Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

I?
SUBJECT: PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's prformance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

Relationship between Volume, Mass and Density in measuring matter
Physical characteristic properties of matter such as thermal expansion,

elasticity, melting and freezing points, and solubility
Separation of substances by their characteristic properties
Atomic particles combine to form atoms, elements, and compounds

Major Goals:

Recognize major concepts of physical science by acquiring knowledge
through problem solving

Develop an understanding of the relationship of compounds, elements,
atoms, and molecules

Develop an adequate lab technique, basic investigative skills, and attitudes
necessary for a successful experiment .

Stimulate critical thinking and a greater appreciation of the universe

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Yuran Doggett, Principal
!Arry Deacon, Teacher
LLnda Behr, Teacher 'I'eacher's :ignature

:1p-cial Not To Parents: Plase contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the g.,>nern1 prcgres.: of your child, Call 257-1393 between 7:45
lni S:45 a.m.

87
FINAL REFORF: YES - NO

(Circle One)



78
BEUIONT JUNIOR FMB SCHOOL

SUBJECT: EARTH SCIENCE

Date
Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of
G.::ide level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report o:1 your chill's performance. Generaltopics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

An analysis of the various weather conditions
The importance of clean water
Integrating concepts of time and its measurement
The formation of rocks, soils, and conti-eats
The solar system and earth in space

.--The interacti:n of man and his environment

Major Goals:

Observe and record natural changes
Predict events by analysis of past events
Develop workable lab procedures and improve individual c =prehension

of scientific concepts
Develop a realistic picture of the earth
Provide an atmosphere in which students will enjoy the study of scienceUnderstand how man has been affected by the events on earth
Prepare students for the study of more advanced le els of esc-.nce

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett; Pr ncipa'
Larry Dea,:on, Teacher

T24 her's Signature

.special Note To Parents. Please ontact th's teacher f you would like to discussthis evaluation or the fpneral prq,-ress of your child. Call 2.37-1 93 between 7:45and 8:45 a.m.

88
FINAL YES NO

(Circle One)



13ELMONT JUNIOR RICH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

79
SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES I

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

Exploring the sciences related to the study of :society
Exploring the was aan lives and what it is which affects those ways
Study of man's total environment

World geography: familiarization with places of the world, their locatiaft'
and their names

Area study: in depth project to familiarize student with a country of the
world other than his on

Current events

Major Goals:

Develop an understandin; of what influences a society's attitude toward life
Develop an awareness and an 1.a:de:standing of the differences existing

between peoples of the world about the an lives
Develop a knowledge ot* places of the world, their names and where they are

located
DevelJp a knowledge of the social and cultural priorities of a country

including the United States
Develop aa appreciation of the social cultural strengths and opportunities

provided by the \nerican way of life

Evaluation of Pere+*-nance:

Recommendations:

aran Doggett, Principal
Ro'cert Finest, T' ac

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: ?i.e contact this teach v if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the vn2ral progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8;4,

.111

89
FL1AL REPORT: YES - ND

(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

80

SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES II

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General.
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
The Colonial period
The Civil War
American Frontier

Twentieth Century America and World War II
Current Events

Major Goals:

Develop the ability to think critically and creatively
Understand the democratic process
Develop attitudes that are needed for effective citizenship in a

democratic society
Participate effectively in the political process of our democratic society
Develop an appreciation for our American heritage

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Jerry Telle, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

90
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

81

SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES III

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

Legislative branch of government
Executive branch of government
Judicial branch of government

Contemporary issues - current events
Two party system - political party action
National party conventions
Due process of law and constitution of the U.S.A.

Major Goals:

Develop the ability to think critically and creatively
Understand the democratic process
Develop attitudes that are needed for effective citizenship in a democratic

society

Participate effectively in the political process of our democratic society
Evaluate our legal system and how the system of checks and balances work

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

?4aran Doggett, Principal
Judy Cooper, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Sec.:jai Note To Parents: Please contact thin teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progzass of 2our child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m. UlL*

FINAL REPORT: YES - HO
(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
82

SUBJECT: FOREIGN LANGUAGE
First Year

Spanish - French

Date
Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of
Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Generaltopics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-stand what is being taught and why.

Ma.,or Topics of Study:
Control of the sound system

(Pronunciation-Intonation)Comprehension of material covered
Correct usage in speech
Acceptable speed in speaking and writing
Varying the language according to the specifid situation at handCultural appreciation and awareness

Ma.ior Goals:

Speak the language practiced with acceptable pronunciation and intonationComprehension of the language which the student has learned to speakRead and write the language which the student has learned to speakUse the language outside the situation in which it was originally learnedGain an awareness and appreciation of the culture of the people who speakthe language

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Donald Swisher, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discussthis evaluation or he general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45and 8:45 a.m. ,1 92
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

83

SUBJECT: FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Second Year
Spanish - French

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is An evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of stizdy and coarse goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Stcdy:
Control of the_sound system (Pronunciation-Intonation)
Comprehension of material covered
Correct usage in speech and composition
Acceptable speed in speaking and writing
Varying the language according to the specific sitation at hand
Cultural appreciation and awareness

Major Goals:

speak the language practiced with accepta'ole pronunciation and intonation
Comprehension of the language which the student has learned to speak
Read and write the language vhich they learned to speak in class
Use ,the language cutsiJe the situation in which it was originally learned
Gain an awareness and appreciation of the culture of the people who speak

the language
4

wraluatian of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, !*rincipnl
Donald Swisher, T-.,acher

Teacher's Signature

3pecial Note To Parents: :'lease contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the ev,n-!ral progress of yo.a. child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and '':145 a.m.

93
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: FOREIGN LANGOAGE
Third Year

Spanish - French

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
Control of the sound system (Pronunciation-Intonation)
Comprehension of material covered
Correct usage in speech and composition
Acceptable speed in speaking and writing
Varying the language according to the specific situation at hand
Cultural appreciation and awareness

Major Goals:

Speak the language practiced with acceptable pronunciation and intonation
Comprehension of the language which the student has learned to speak
Read with understanding original material which incorporates language

previously studied
Express correctly in written form concept which the student has learned to

express orally
Awareness of the grammatical structures practiced through speaking
Use the language outside the situation in which it was originally learned
Gain an awareness and appreciation of the culture of the people who speak

the language

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Donald Swisher, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

24
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

85
SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ARTS 1

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
An introduction to mechanical power
Background and theory of engine operation: one-cylinder gasoline engine
An introduction to the field of plastics: planning and completion of a

plastics project

Tools, techniques, and safety procedures related to plastics and power
mechanics

Major Goals:

Understand the operation of the internal combustion engine
Gain basic knowledge of the different kinds of power producing devices
Gain awareness of the forms and uses of plastics in industry
Develop skills in the use of hand and power tools
Develop a sense of pride in work and self

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Gary Ruthven, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

95
FOAL REPORT:1ES - NO

(Circle One)



BELAONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

86

SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ARTS 2

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
An introduction to the field of sketching, drafting, and hand tool woodwork
Background and theory in how sketching is used in design
Basic concepts and terminology of drafting

Designing, planning, and construction of projects in wood and plastic

Major Goals:

Learn to measure angles correctly with protractor: using.the american standard
system

Develop useful sketching techniques
Design, draw the plane' for a product using 3 views
The completion of ona wood work project
Develop skills in the use of hand and power tools
Develop a sense of pride in work and self

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Moran Doggett, Principal
Gary Ruthven, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Pleas_ contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m. 96

FINAL REPORT: YES NO
(Circle One)



./1.1T.I4ONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

87

SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ARTS 3

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 -36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

The fundamentals of electricity and basic metal working processes: practical:,
experience in electricity through discussion, demonstration, laboratory
experiments, and projects

Job planning, layout, sheet metal, wrought iron, and welding
Background in Metal hand tools and safety

Major Goals:

Understand the structure of matter and how electricity is produced and utilized
Gain-Wein knowledge of how meters work and how to use them
Demonitrate an understanding of the basic components of electricity: current,

voltage and resistance, circuits, series, and parallel
The completion of one electricity project and one metal project
Knowledge of safety and the correct use of metal working tools and equipmm,

metal tools and equipment, laying out sheet metal patterns, cutting out
sheet metal patterns; different methods of fastening sheet metal

Learn to work with sheet metal in lay-out, cutting, fastening, mad general
awareness of oxyacetylene welding

Develova sense of pride in work and self

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Mar= Doggett, Principal
Gary Ruthven, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
ani 8:45 a.o.

97
FINAL REPORT: TES-NO

(Circle One)



=MONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

88
SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ARTS 4

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 4-9
The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

In depth exploration into the field of woodworking
2-troduction to the safe use of the basic wood working machines

depth- study- of-the- principles and theory, of power and auto- mechanics---- - --

Practical application of automobile maintenance and the basic operation of
the automobile engine,

surly of apace technology

Major Goals:

Shaer *kill and safety in the operation of many woodworking machines:
=skill development in the use of woodworking machines

Damonstrate different finishing techniques: plan, design and construct projects
oflwood and rocketry-

Learn how to tune an automobile engine

Demonstrate knowledge of trouble. shooting problems in automobile engines:
basic knowledge on how to buy an automobile

Gain basic knowledge of space programs
Space vocabulary, abbreviations, symbols, and flight
Fabricate and launch a model rocket

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Gary Ruthven, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general program of yggIchild. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

711FAI, REPORT: YES NO



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: ART 1

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation. report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
%stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
Painting, drawing, crafts, ceramics
Design (printmaking), sculpture
IncorPoration of art history, photography into the curriculum

Major Goals:
Develop a self-confidence
Develop an awareness of the%nvironment-
Davelop individual taste and judgement
Develop individuality through self expression
Develop knowledge of care and use of materials
Expose the student to a variety of media
Deirelon creativity and imagination
Developmentzof art as a leisure time activity

Evaluation_of Peiformance:

Recommendations:

?'aran Doggett, Principal
Judy Liedike, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between:7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

99
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Ciro le One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

90
SUBJECT: ART 2

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level *7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

Painting, drawing, crafts, ceramics
Printmaking, (design) sculpture_
Incorporation of art hidtory, photography into curriculum

-Major Goals:

Develop self-confidence
DeVelop a unique and personal style
Understanding the techniques of effective presentation of art work
Develop creativity and imagination
Expose students to a variety of media
Develop knowledge and use of materials
Expand-students sense of individuality through self expression
Encourage exploration and experimentation of the art form

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Judy Liedike, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

100
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)



91
BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: ART I

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:

Painting, drawing, crafts, ceramics
Design (printmaking) sculpture

--Incorporation of art history. photography into the curriculum

Major Goals: --
Develop a self-confidence
Develop an awareness of the environment
Develop individual taste and judgement
Develop individuality through self expression
Develop knowledge of care and use of materials
Expose the. student to a variety of media
Develop creativity and imagination
Develop, personal style in art
Use art in life style

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

7-

Maran Doggett, Principal
Judy Idedike, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

101

FINAL REPORT: YES NO
(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR UGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

92

SUBJECT: HOME ECONOMICS 1,2,I

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade' Level 7 8 9

The nollowing is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what isbeing taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
The rights ani responsibilities of a consumer in our society
Pattern reading and elementary sewing techniques
Human Relations: friends, family, self
Child care and understanding pre-school children
Interpret and applying recipes
The importance of good dietary habits
Housing and home furnishings

Major Goals:

Read and follow instructions carefully and to take piide in work
Use cooking utensils and sewing equipment correctly and to work well with

others

Develop a better understanding of pre-school children
Understand the rights and responsibilities of the consumer in society
Demonstrate basic cooking and sewing skills
Develop enjoyable, useful leisure time activities
Develop appreciation and responsibilities for the home environment

Evaluation of Performance:

Reco=endations:

Marac. 2rin,;7..pr).1

:ribbett,

Teacher's Signature

oohta this teacher if you would like to discuss
this .r.?...L:aLion Tr1Tri.:4;; of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

:.%5 a.m. 102
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)



ants o:

93
SUBJECT: TYPING

Numtar of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 8 9

T'n ±o1ioith >3 1:i : I la t ' s performance. General
ce.ii".::s of i. an.1 Fqs are cy.tialnej below to help parents under-

lo f_ind

Topicc
T.ou,

:er

Po3iti)o ;:f

ie3 cn
The key)oara and hasic oi,-,:rntions of typewriter
Probler.1 etter.3% centering, short themes, tabulations

Major Cciali;:

-cy cl_tting at typewriter in proper position
an.= t..7.1n-1 o,t lookina at krqs

Typ? fcrn
Centzx Cu '.orn':1.7'y ond j1y act do related pl'oblems

of speed ar.d -curacy

Wor4s :er
Erroo4 pe-o

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

7.:lacher's Signature
alr

4 1 .Par if you would like to discuss
Call 2_37-1.393 between 7:45

103 FENAT, ?12ORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIO2 HIGH 3C'..700L

Date

Parents of 1

94

SUBJECT: INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
Band - Guitar

Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12, 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General

topics of study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught aril why.

Major Topics of Study:
Skill development
Appreciatinn of variety of music forms
Rhythmic patterns and scales
Value of regular practice
Care and tuning of instrument

Major Goals:
Gain excitement and enthusiasm about music and want to continue musical study
Perform with pride and understanding; see value of regular practice; use

music as a means of self expression
Mavthe necessary competencies on his instrument to play with good tone quality,

correct position, gnod phrasing and musical. understanding
Be able to perform various scales and scale patterns, various musical patterns

at sight with good articulation and good control of dynamics
Take proper care of instrument and make simple value judgments concerning music

the student hears and performs
Be able to understand and use the symbols of music, note names and values,

rhythmic patterns. key signatures and time signatures, and other musical terms

Evaluation of Perfor.rance:

Rco:nmendationn:

teacher's signature

n t,;,acner if you would like to discuss

child. Call 237-1393 between 7;45
ss57" j

104
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: VOCAL MUSIC

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following t an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and vourse goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and-why:

Major Topics of Study:
Vocal technique
Skill in musical reading

Interpretation and expression of music according to the style and text

Major Goals:

Be able to sing with good tone quality, correct posture, correct breathing,
good diction, good phrasing and musical understanding

Increase appreciation and enjoyment of all types of music
Be able to understand and use the symbols of music, note names and values,

rhythmic patterns, dynamic terms. key signatures and timesignatures
Encouraging students to apply what they have learned outside the classroom

using music as a leisure activity

Learn thtt value of regular practice and to perform with pride and self-confidence

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Ernest Maglischo, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Note To Parents. Plea.,-e contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
avaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

and j a.m.

105
FLNAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: GENERAL MUSIC

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parefits of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report'on your child's performance. General
topics of Study and course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of study:
'Variety of musical types and forms
Chords, scales and rythmic patterns
Simple forms of music
Basic performance skills

Major Goals:
Differentiate between various musical forms.by musical means

.'3uild, identify and use correctly, chords, scales, time and key signatures
in the writing of music

Sing and play music with special attention to style and technique
Develop listening techniqu.s which will increase understanding and appreciation

of music
Develop an enthusiasm for music

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Dosgett, Principal
:.rnest Maglisao, Macher

Teacher's Signature

.;peoial Note To Parents: Please contact thin teacher if you would like to discuss
evaluat i,,r. or the ;eneral progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

and ;,:45 a.m.

106
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 3F.JECT: iiriSTCAL F.DUC;;TION

` Date Nun't,cr of Weeks ComplrAed:

6 12 18 24 30 36

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. General
topics of study and course goals are outljned below to help parents under-

' stand what is being taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
Male
'Individual: syLaasitcs, physical fitness, wrestling: ping pong
Team: soccer, er=g. football, basketball, softball, vo,lleyball, track

Female
individual: physical fitness and appearance, tennis, golf, bowling, badminton,

ping pong, moderndance
Team: field hockey -t soccer, speedtall, gymnastics, volleyball, basketball,

softball, track

Major Goals:
Divelop an appreciation of physical activity through realizing physical

and mental benefits (fun through being healthful)
Improve fundamental physical skills, coordination, strength and endurance
Develop a working knowledge and basic understanding of rules and regulations

of recreational and competitive sports for any season
Learn acceptable modes of social behavior through cooperation and good

sportmanship with team members, opposing teams, teacher and peers
Development of a positive self-image and confidence in physical ability
Show the value of effort and determination in achieving short nnd long

range goals
Learn activities to be used during leisure time

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Naran Doggett, Principal
Jerry Telle, Teacher
Judy Cooper, Teacher

Special Note To Parents: Please contact
this evaluation or the general progress
and 8:45 a.m.

Teacher's Signature

this teacher if you would like to discuss
of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

107
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle the)
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BELmon JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL. -SUBJECT: STUDENT ASSISTANTS

SPECIFIC AREA:

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
6 12 18 24 30 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Course
goals are outlined below to help parents understand what is being taught
and why.

Major Goals:

Develop good habits in being punctual and efficient

Awareness of the importance of making a pleasing impression on tht public

Demonstrate success in carrying out instructions

Encourage individual initiative and pride in self

Encourage pride in personal appearance

Provide opportunities for personal growth in business organization

Develop a good working relationship with people

Provide service to school and community

Evalation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
David Ostrowski, Teacher
Neal Price, Teacher Teacher's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and g:45 a.m.

108
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle One)
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AP!?:.,:,N DIX B

&eeping Up With Students' Daily Progress.:.100-112

Teacher In-Service: Teacher Critiques ... 113-115

Guidelines for Improving Student
Evaluazions 116

Imnortant Eletenus of Composition 117

Permanent Records Stickers 118

109
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Grade Level Date

Y.ffort tv.:t f)rtn:

Is!eci to im.p.7e

leao:.er eva1121-ion o.

z;valuatic r. of

110



Foreign Language

Student Self Zvaluation

ajor Goals

lol

Spanish 3

Speak the language practiced with accePtable pronunciation and intonation.
Comprehension of the language which the student has learned to speak.
Read and write the language which they learned to speak in class.
Use the language outside the situations in which it was originally learned.
Gain an awareness and anoreciation of the culture of the people who speak the language.

"How Am I Doing"

1. Listening

To Teacher '

.

To Others
b.

To Yilms'
. r

2. Practicing

I

- .
.

By Myself
. _ - -

With Class
I

_

Outside of Class

In Small Croups
: .,

.
3. ParticiPating

I

.

Volunteering

In Small Grou's
I I 1

/4. Think41g I

It-

I

. .

f

,

5. Assignm
.
ents

_
t

1

,

Class Assitimments
1

w

Home Assi;mments
A

1

. .Bcinging naterials to C1,ss

...,
f

*

111
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..
General 3,shaio,"

Prom'ot

Supplies

Follows int.:ructions

, I 1
.

Cooperates
1

Effort

1q

Influence on others
N .

.

Use of time

1
I

1

1

,
,

Completion of tasks

Responsible
.

.
.

Independent

I

Other
I

1

Silent Readinq,

Starts reading on own
I

1

.

Reais when directed

Quietly does nothing

Disturbs othc:rs

Tana about books

Mher

113



Xctionor-: Ne=e

4.111111111M1.
104

parts of dictionary

how to look

how to use guidewords

Can use key to hel-a c-r.ono-lce

1.not,is v., n., adj.

Contributes to class discussion

Finished assigned -dords and definitions

Other

. IrDIVOLTAT. Needs hel Improvinz

Cr. Blends

Zhort vawels

VOWel3

.;,-111bication

lound wo-rds

:Lliding for 3,1r...?ra1 facts

f:r

f

114



EVALUATION CRECK LIST - REMINDER, RENDDER, REMINDER

Student's Na!ao

105

General Skills:

Sant. Frag.

Run-on

S.

Para.

Punct.

:-

Caps.

Proof-read

Specific area comments
4

Reliability
1

Dependability

Initiative
,

P,-idg.

.

Attitude

Compatibility with others

Willingness to try new things 1

115



nday

.esday

Weekly Plan Ev=luation

plan to accomplish
14aohin-
Time What I did accomplish and why

106

ursday

iday

Que-Itions -:ornments

116
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Evaluation For Sewi Lab

1. Use of Time

a.) Uses time wisely; always has something to work onb.) Usually makes good use of time
c.) Uses very little class time for work on projectd.) Uses too much time for socializing in class

.amta
2. Problem Solving

a.) Tries to solve own problems, and waits patiently for helpwhen unable to do so
b.) Frustration by problems often causes angry "giving up,"but a solution is generally tried firstd.) Often impatient, often guesses and uses incorrect procedurerather than waiting for help
d.) Often impatient; often guesses and uses incorrect procedure

..,
rather than at least trying for a solution to the problem

3.. Reading

a.) Reads pattern guide sheet independently first, then seeks adviceb.) Occasionally refers to guide sheet but really doesn't followit step by step as directed
c.) Expects teacher to tell every step without any reference toguide sheet; doesn't even try to read or understand it.

4. Preparation
a.) Well prepared with equipment and materialsb.) Usually prepared
c.) Wastes much time because of lack of materials and equipmentd.) Borrows most equipment

5. Organization
a.) Has equipment marked with name and puts all materials away properlyb.) Occasionally leaves things out
c.) Loses things constantly because they are left out and unlabeledd.) Does not put sewing machine away properly

6. Carefulness
a.) Neal:, careful, tries to do things right the first time ratherthan rushing through
b.) Usually careful
c.) Often careless, letting mistakes go uncorrected just to getdone in a hurry
d.) Not very concerned with doing a neat job

117



1
Ability to Snare

a.) Able to share facilities with others
b.) Usually g:od about shareing

8. Comments

108

c.) Tends to overuse facilities
d.) Doesn't take initiative to ask for or take on turn with-facilities

118
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Period

Name ...........,
Science
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Follows Instructioro t EN
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Peri"):

!Tame

Unit: The Library and Nalated iaterials

Attentiveness?
Participates in discussions?
Turns in assignments?
Follos instructions?
Brings tlaterials?

General Organization?

Locates words

periVitiVe3

Slang

Colloquial

.

Arcnlac

Dialectic
z /-

Obsolete

Nonstandard

Symbols

Syllabication

Definitions

Abbreviations

-Cozmendation?

Reccmmendation?

- -

1

monmabar0.1M.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR TEACHER CRITIQUE

10-31-73

Teachers,

113

Phase study the criticisms carefully, and then return the two

papers to rue.

I would be happy to discuss the criticisms with you.

?saran

123
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Cctob3r 3/, 1973

Teachers:

Please note constructive criticism about the attached report and pass this

form and attached evaluation onto another teacher. The author will gat your

criticism eventually:
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCUCOL SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES III

Date

Al
Parents of ti

1,

Number of Weeks Completed:

The following is an
topics of study and
stand what is being

(7i.E) 12 18 24 30 36

Grade Level 7 8

evaluation report on your child's performance. General
course goals are outlined below to help parents under-
taught and why.

Major Topics of Study:
Legislative branch of government,
executive branch of government
Judicial branch of government
Contemporary issues - current events
Two party system - political party action
National party conventions
Due process of law and constitution of the U.S.A.

Major Goals:
Develop the ability to think critically and creatively
Understand the democratic process
Develop attitudes that are needed for effective citizenship in a democratic

society

Participate effectively in the political process of our democratic society
Evaluate our legal system and how the system of checks and balances work

Evaluation of Performance:

c.fas,y IA; A...-rt et:Ie4*A.:AL
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Recommendations: %

A4

e.-11; f-rk7H1

Paran Doggett, Principal
Judy Cooper, Teacher

114;-/ yr 1,1-
- a. IC; . 1), S

,2Teac4gr's Signature

Special Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress ofimischild. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8:45 a.m.

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
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Cctober 31, 1973

tn.^. ) -

Genar.,1 Guidelines For Improving Student Evaluations

1. I:ake a statement about the student's grasp of content which relates to
one or more of the "::ia.;or Topics."

2. Make a consent about the student's overall progress in class.

3. Avoid colloquial terms which have negative connotations, e.g., sleepy
silly, meszy, etc.

4. Comment on the student's study habits.

5 Le more zositive and co2prehensive.

6. Cormnent on the student's attitude toward class, people and/or self.

7. 73e more so.lcific in exolaining uhat you feel are the "causas" and "effects"
of a stulent problem.
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nliortant Elements of Connosition

1. :,:2IT m H1; ACTIVE VOICE John follows instructions well.

John has been following instructions well.

2. 3= D1-?EC Mary should ask more questions and offer snore
comments to increase her understanding of
assignments.

In my opiniori, since the first week of school,
Lary has been somewhat afraid to ask questions
and make comments during class discussions.

3. USE INTORLAL IAISUAGE I am very pleased with Tomts development of
his critical thinking skills.

I commend Tom for his intellectual growth in
the processes of critical reasoning.

4. OMIT NEEDLESS ZRDS Cathy should complete the assignments and
turn them in when they are due.

In order for Cathy to improve her academic
performance in Social Studies III, she should
strive to finish the work which she begins and
submit it when it is due.

5. BE POSITIVE Billy should listen more closely to my
instructions.

Billy never listens to the instructions of
his teacher.

6. comar2 IDEAS Fred is a good listener who gains much from
class discussions.

Fred does well in class discussions. He also
ta::es pride in listening to what others have
to say.

7. 33 DESCRI:-TIVE AND EIITHATIC it is essential that Eddie meet with me each
Tuesday at 3:00 to get extra help with
multiplication; please encourage hi: to work
with :1e.

o. UST, -A

:;E=7.7ITICN Build fro::: specific observations toward
helpful conclusions.

9. U33 PUNC7UATION 7HICH HELPS YOU
EX772ES3 YO2SELF DIRECTLY, CONCISELY,
;IrDiatirr:mux Combine similiar ide,-,s Into one sentence with

the use of conjunctives preceded by co?:mlas...
use semi-colons to combine closely related

ju ; 7thoughts
... the colon signals the reader that

what follows is ^, clarification or xpansion

of what preceded.
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REYNOLDS-DREW S 937451
SCH-640 ILVEL-08 06/07/73

7562 PE II C 1.0
406 MATH II D 1.0
500 FRE I D 1.0
705 ART 2 A .5

704 ART 1 B .5

102 Lk II B 1.0
306 SCI II C 1.0

TOTAL auDIT 6.0

PEREANENT RECORDS STICKERS

pl III
IA III
ART I
MATH III
T.A. 3 8.; 4
ART 1 & 2

1 UNITS COMPLETED

t
Grade 9 6-7-74
REYNOLDS, D2E1

I
AIEXANDER-PEGGY 937716
S0 E-640 LEVEL-07 06/07/63

405 MATH I
550 SPA I
101 IA I
190 SS I
7591 PE I
305 SCI I

TOTAL CREDIT

B 1.0
B 1.0
B 1.0
A 1.0
B 1.0
C 1.0

6.0

Grade 7 6-7-74 640

-O -TTY COMPLETED 6.0
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9371+51

6.o

1

AIMANDER, PEGGY 937716
Grade 8 6-7-74

IA II
MATH II
SCI II
PE II
T.A. 1
HO.EC. 1
ART 1

, TYP 1
UNITS COMPLETED 6.0

BOTTOLFSON, KAREN 084202
Grade 7 6-7-74 640

S.S.
MATH
30T

SPA
LA

I
I
I

II
,HITS COMPLETED
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TO:
Staff

MOM: Maran

SMJECT: questicnnzhire on Student Evaluations

1. What is the average amount of time you s;cent filling out each student evaluation
form?

2. '.hat is the biggest problem in completing the student evaluations?

3. what could mal:e this process easier for you?

4. How does this process specifically benefit you the teacher in contrast to the
ABC system?

5. Do you feel more or less supportive of this system and why?

6. How are your stui:;nts in general reacting to the contents of the evaluations?

Negative Very Negative Indifferent Positive Very Positive

(Circle Cne)

NOTE: Please pince this form in my box upon completion. Teacher signatures are
not needed.
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October 24, 1974

I

SIT7JECT: Tabulation of Teacher Response to "questionnaire on Student 2:valuations"

1. 7nat is th average :'.mount of time you soent filling out each student evaluation
orm?

a. 15 to 2) minutes
b. 10 to 15 minutes
c. 10 minutes
d. 6.6 minutes
e. 5 to 8 minutes
f. 1 to 3 minutes

-- cne teacher
-- three teachers
-- four teachers
-- one teacher
-- three teachers
-- two teachers

AVERAGS -- 8.7 minutes per evaluation

2. What is the biggest problem in completing the student evaluations?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

h.

Composing thoughts --
Being or --
Time --
Personal organization.
Being cencise --
Being positive --
Being critical --
Beizg too repetitious

two teachers
one teacher
five teachers
of tine -- one teacher
three teachers
three teachers
one teacher
-- one teacher

3. What could make this process easier for you?

a. Better daily procedure for noting progress -- six teachers
b. A different type form -- ore teacher
c. Attach a check list- -- one teacher
d. Better oersenal crsanization of time -- two teachers
e. Nora on-going evaluations -- one teacher
f. Uncertain -- one teacher
g. Hare e:e_lerience with the system -- two teachers
h. :Tot Navin. 7 them due on I.ionday -- one teacher

-4. How does this lr:coss specifically benefit yoli th teacher in contrast to the
A70 s:,,styl:

(mow 3h:..4.%nt:.7 bettor -- sev.an toaelers

b. Cha.lc,-, ..-na positive co:.ments -- two t-.achers
C. No no. :111 uio tc tho AT.: system -- one t:iacor

"La 37'" ca3)s." -- ono teacher
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e. Yore personal for student and parent. -- one teacherf. Yore personal direction for teacher -- two teachersg. Better communication with students -- five teachers
5. Do you feel more or less supportive of this system and why?

a. Thirteen teachers feel "more" supportive of this system because:Good' reaction of kids
pore informative
Better

student-teacher-parent communicationMakes better teachers for students
More realistic

b. One teacher indicated that he or she felt "in between" being more or lesssupportive because "the system must be reinforcing
for it to be of valueplus it must be a definite indicator of progress and achievement."

6. How are your students in general reacting to the contents of the evaluations?a. Negative -- one teacher
b. "Midly" positive -- one teacher
c. Positive -- nine teachers
d. Between positive and very positive -- one teachere. Very positive -- two teachers.
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December 6, 1973

TO: Staff

liamn

SUBJECT: Tabulation of Teacher Responses to "Second Questionnaire on Second
Student Evaluations"

1. what is the average amount of time you spent filling out each student evaluation
form?

a. 7 minutes -- one teacher
b. 8 mjenutes -- two teachers
c. 10 minutes - four teachers
d. 5 minutes -- two teachers
e. 5 to 10 minutes -- two teachers
f. 6 to 3 minutes -- one teacher
g. .6 minutes -- one teacher

Average -- 7.9 minutes per evaluation.

2. what is the biggest problem in completing the student evaluations?

a. Think.inr of recommendations for student doing very well -- three teachers

b. ar%ing periods don't correspond with length of units -- one teacher

c. Time -- two teachers

d. Being objective, positive -- one teacher

e. Collecting appropriate information -- two teachers

-f. Positive, constructive criticisms -- one teacher

g. Sentence structure -- one teacher

h. Being repetitious and positive -- one teacher

i. Organizing 'comments -- one teacher

j. Staying with it till you complete them -- one teacher

3. could make this process easier for you?

a. : :ore will and determination on my part -- one teacher

Bettr recor'ls, check lilts, etc. -- three teachers

c. Havin; each 9 weeks instead F;ach 6 weeks -- one teacher

Imprcve writing skills -- one teacher
O
e. Better -.Personal on;eninatien -- one teacher

"T t...43: it is a -orIblem necessary to the type of evaluation we are attempting."

-- one teacher

ra::fn;-; units corrospond to 6 weeks or vice-versa -- one teacher
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4. Eou does this process specifically benefit you the teacher in contrast to the
ABC system?

a. Better understanding of studcrts and their prsgress cne teacher

b. Gives me chance to be more specific .and positive -- two, teachers

c. Better chance to work with students and their problems -- one teacher

d. Get to know the students better both perecnally and educationally -- three teache-

e. Fair reporting to parents -- cne teacher

f. Keeps ER mere alert to student skills and abilities -- one teacher

g. More accurate record of student progress -- one teacher

h. Yakes me more perceptive -- one teacher

i. Chance to be more positive with parents -- ore teacher

5. Do you feel more or less Supportive of this system and why?

a. Feurteen teachers feel "more" suppertive of this system because:

Is making students more responsible

Better rapport with students

Chance to help students more

"It simply makes more sense."

"Makes learning more relevant, more real to students and me."

Greater feedback benefits students

Student expectations clearer

Good results for students

Better communication with parents

"less threatening to kids"

Mere accurate than grades

6. How are your students in general reacting to the contents of the evaluations?

a. Between Indifferent and positive -- two teachers

b. Positive -- eleven teachers

c. Very positive -- one teacher
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January 25, 1974

TO: Staff

Yaran

SUMZ3T: Tabs.:lotion of Teacher Responses to "Second questionnaire on Third Student
EvaLations"

1. What is the average amoInt of time you spent filling out each student
evaluation form?

a. 3 minutes -- one teacher
b. 3 to 5 minutes -- two teachers
c. 3 minutes -- one teacher
d. 7 minutes -- three teachers
e. 7 to 10 minutes -- one teacher
f. 8 minutes -- two teachers
g. 9 minutes -- one teacher
h. 10 minutes -- two teachers
i. 12 minutes -- one teacher
j. 15 minutes -- one teacher

Average -- 7.8 minutes per evaluation

Note: Thirteen of fifteen teachers required 10 minutes or less, and their averagewas 7.3.

2. What is the biggest problem, in completing the student evaluations?

a. ThinUng of good recommendations
lh. Discipline self to do a good job in the allotted time
c. Trying to decide if all the work is worth it in the long run
d. Six week periods don't go along with nine week units
e. Stating them positively
f. Repeating same words too often
g. Writing good recommendations
h. Loc:c of enough appropriate information
i. Using s=e criteria for evaluation and not really commenting on the individual

Specific records on cognitive skills

3. Yhat conid make this process easier for you?

a. Ti a%n more notes on students during six weeks
Change the system to 13 most used cs:aments

c. A standardized form
d. rake t'lem on a 9 we basis
e. :ore positively
f. C,,._.. se thoushts better
g. rorz practice
h. A better on-going evalution systez
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L. Ii7 dC23 this process specifically benefit you the teacher in contrast to
the A3C system?

a. Ccmbining affective and cognitive
b. Eine relate better to it
c. Forces me to be core osecific
d. I have oecome more aware of tatal student and his program
e. Spend lesa tine on test to determine grades
f. Better communicatiort with students and parents
g. Gives ce a chance to nrcise students more
h. Clearer view of what the student and I are accomplishing
i. Easier to see teaching errors
j. More aware of amount of material covered

Better %now the strengths and weaknesses of students

5. Do you feel more or less supportive of this system and why?

a. Thirteen feel "core" supportive because:
Better individualizing of teaching
Greater awareness of problems
Positive effects on students and teachers
More general awareness
:ids are working harder

Better communication between students and teachers
I'm gaining ccnfidence in its results
I'm judging less and being .core observant

b. One has mixed reaction:
More supportive as to attitudes, but less supportive as to work accomplished
by students4

c. One is supportive with many reservations.

6. How are your students in general reacting to the contents of the evaluations?

a. Between indifferent and positive -- two teachers
b. Positive -- ten teachers
c. Between positive and very positive -- two teachers
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TO: Staff

FROM: ra-ran

SUBJ=: Ilvaluation of Student valuation System

x.olanation: This is the final evaluation, so give it careful thought. Consider
the system over the last 25 weeks in which it has been in effect as opposed to
one six weeks period.

As much as possible, weigh this system against the ABC system which you
have experienced as a student and/Or a teacher

We are looking for the better system of the two. Better for students,
teachers, and parents.

The following statements are of a general nature and leave room for some
exception. Please feel free to make comments.

Attached you will find the summaries of the staff evaluations for the first
three periods which might be of help to you in making decisions about the follow-
ing statements.

Students and parents will also have an opportunity to evaluate this system.

Please return this evaluation by next Monday.

1. This system has increased student motivation by lessening unfair Grade com-
petition, which is a part of the ABC system.

A. B. Disagree c. Other (Explain)

2. The teacher has more objectivity in evaluating student progress under this
system than with the AEC system.

A. Agree B. Disagree C. Other (3xplain)

3. With this system the teacher can communicate more clearly the strengths and
needs of students to the students and their parents better than under the
ABC system.

A. Agree B. Disagree C. Other (Explain)
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4. This sy.it,7:m encoura:;es a more realistic self-concept among students than
the Aa; system.

A. Age B. Disagree C. Other (1 plain)

5. The business of evaluation is less threatening to students with this system
than with the ABC system.

A A e °. B. Disagree C. Other (explain)

6. I can Jeal more effectively with individual differences of students under this
system t:-.an :Pith the ABC system.

A. Agree B. Disagree C. Other (Explain)

-7. With this system student evaluation has become a more integlgal and ongoing
part of learning than under the A3C system.

A. Agree B. Disagree C. Other (Explain)

. -1 prefer to go back to the ABC system next year.

A. Agree B. Disagree C. Other (Explain)

9. I prefer this system for next year with the following changes.

A. Agree B. Disagree (List any recommended
changes below:
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TO: Staff

FRON: .a.ran

SUUTCT: Tabulation of Teacher Responses to "Final Questionnaire on Student
Evaluations"

1. This system has increased student motivation by lessening unfair grade
competiticn, which is a part of the ABC system.

a. Agree -- 7 teachers
b. Disagree - 4 teachers
c. Comments:

(1) Has increased motivation with less skilled students -- 2 teachers
(2) Has lessened unfair competition, but has not necessarily increased

motivation --,3 teachers
(3) It has not increased or decreased motivation -- 4 teachers
(4) The :IBC system is better, but motivation is not as strong -- 1 teacher

2. The teacher has more objectivity in evaluating student progress under this
system than with the ABC system.

a. Agree -- 15 teachers
b. Disagree -- 1 teacher
c. Comments:

(1) Criteria can be used for both systems -- 1 teacher
(2) fore objective evaluations with new system -- 2 teachers

3. With this system the teacher can communicate more clearly the strengths and
needs of students to the students and their parents better than under the
ABC system.

a. Agree -- 16 teachers
b. Disagree - 0 teachers
c. Comments:

(1) Ccmbination of ABC system and evaluations would be more communicative --
one teacher

4. This system encourages a more realistic self-concept among students than the
ABC system.

a. Agree -- 12 teachers
b. Disagree -- 0 teachers
c. Comments:

(1) A3C system might offer better structure -- 1 teacher
(2) Some students may think they don't need to be told of areas for improvement
-- 1 teacher

(3) A conbination of the two systems would help -- 1 teacher
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5. The business of evaluation is less threatening to students with this system
than with the A2C system.

a. Agree -- 15 teachers
b. Disagree -- 2 teachers
c. Comments:

(1) Sem° students see "recommendations" as a bad report -- 1 teacher
(2) Some threat is still necessary with the new system -- 1 teacher

6. I can deal more effectively with individual differences of students under this
system than with the A3C system.

a. Agree -- 16 tesachers
b. Disagree -- 1 teacher
c. Comments:

(1) I have dealt core effectively with individual differences more this year
than in the past -- 1 teacher
(2) This system has caused me to be more empathic with students -- 1 teacher

7. Ath this system student evaluation has become a more integral and on-going part
of learning than under the ABC system.

a. Agree -- 13 teachers
b. Disagree -- :2 teachers
c. Comments:

(1) The teacher can deal better with how students learn instead of with just
what they learn under the new system -- 1 teacher

8. I prefer to go back to the ABC system next year

a. Agree -- 1 teacher
b. Disagree -- 14 teachers
c. Comments:

(1) A combination of the ABC system and this system will be better -- 1 teacher

9. I prefer this system for next year with the following changes.

a. Agree -- 16 teachers
b. Disagree -- 1 teacher
c. Comments:

(1) The evaluations should be given to students and parents each 9 weeks as
opposed to 6 weeks -- 12 teachers

(2) An objective progress report (check list) should be sent to parents and
students in the middle of each 9 week period -- 7 teachers
(3) Thera should be more student innut on evaluations -- 1 teacher
(4) Teachers should gat release time to write evaluations -- 1 teacher
(5) Teachers need more help in writing student evaluations -- 2 teachers

Use a form which explains course goals and objectives with letter
grades -- 1 teacher
(7) Letter grades should be used each 9 weeks -- 1 teacher
(3) Provide a place on report to encourage parent conrerences -- 1 teacher
(9) Provide envelops for evaluations and place for teacher initial -- 1 teacher

(10) Survey the students to determine if they want to continue with the honor
roll -- 1 teacher
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November 29, 1973

Parent Survey On Student Evaluation System

Instruc ;ions: Please fill out the survey without consulting your child.
Do not sign it, and return it with your child tomorrow.

Circle the resnonse in each question which is closest to your opinion.

I. Are you pleased with the new system of student evaluation?

1. Yes 2. Undecided 3 No

II. Please list the main reasons for your pleasure or displeasure with
the evaluation system.

III. Does this evaluation system tell you more about your child's perfor-
mance in school than the ABC system?

1. Yes 2. Same 3. No

IV. In your opinion, does your child seem to be trying harder this year.

thnn last year?

1. ?es 2. Same As Last year 3. No

V. Are the evaluations, generally, corrmnicating the strengths and needs
of your child to you more than the ABC system?

1. Yes 2. Undecided 3. No

VI_ tt:o stu4ent evaluations, do you prfer this system over the
orr':

, e3 2, Un,:lecidd 3. No

%:-,:;1,; 7 v: 14.: to off ,)r Nn y °the,: co=ents about the above questions?
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April 1, 1974

Parent Survey On Student Evaluation System

Instructions: Please fill out the survey without consulting your child. Do

not sign it, and return it with your child tomorrow.

Note: To date, 16 out of 17 staff members feel eat this system should con
tinue with written evaluations going out each aim weeks with a comprehensive
progress report to parents in the middle of each nine week period.

Circle the response in each question yfiich is closest to your opinion.

I. Overall, have you been p2eased with the new 'system of student, evaluation
this year?

1. Yes 2. Undecided 3. no

II. Please list the main reasons for your pleasure or displeasure with the
evaluation system.

III. Has this evaluation system told you more about your child's perfor-
mance in school than the ABC system would have?

1. Yes 2. Undecided 3. No

IV. In your op:;nion, has your child seemed to be trying harder this year
than last year?

1. Yes 2. Undecided 3. No

V. Have the evaluations, generally, communicated the strengths and needs
of your child to you more than the ABC system would have?

1. Yes 2. Undecided 3. No

VI. After four student evaluations, do you prefer this system over the
ABC system for next year?

1. Yes 2. Undecided 3. No

Would you like to offer any other comments about the above questions?
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S',:3:1:01-: Comments Given by Parents on Parent Surveys

RESPONSE:: Pleased with Program

1. Provides parent with better understanding of child's
progress - 36.

2.' Provides more personal retationshiP between teacher and
student - 8.

3. More specific about strengths and weaknesses - 14.

4. Seems to have prompted my child to work harder this year - 7.

5. Seems to enable child to work at his own speed - 3.

6. I am unable to attend the student conferences and the
new system therefore gives me a chance to get to know the

teacher - 1.

7. Gives the parent a better understanding of the actual
work being done in class - 6.

8. It provides the means for the parent to help the student

along with teacher - 1.

9. Gives more room for open communication between teacher -
. student-parent - 5.

10. Seems to treat each child as an individual - 3.

11. Allows the p, rent to check back to see if sugi;estions
for improvement are being followed - 1.

RESPONSE: Undecided about Program

1. Teachers' explanations ace not corTlete enough to tell

the entire story - 1.

2. Teachers seem to controdict themsrAves in evaluating
performarce - 2.

3. SQ0:-IS to bC a duplicttion of idens expressed during
teacher conferences - 1.

L. Old habitJ ,:re hard to break - 1.

- ,..,..

5. the sy-;tem is only 1; :::old a.1, thc teachor making the

evaluation - 1.
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RESPONSE: Displeased with Program

1. Does not give true indication of child's efforts - 4.

2. Places too much emphasis on child's personality and not

enough on academic progress 2.

3. The evaluations are too long and it gives the parent too

much to read - 1.

4. The reports don't make sense and I can't read half of them - 1.

5. My child is not trying as hard this year - 1.

ADDITIONAL COAMENTS OFFERED

1. Should'combine the ABC system with the new evaluations

system - 10.

2. The new system should be continued beyond the present

school year - 1.

3. New system might present problems during school trans-

fers - 2.

4. The tseachers should be complimented for the amount

of time and work given the new system - 4.

5. Second report was much better than the first - 2.

6. Teachers should either proof read more carefully or

learn to spell.
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November 19 , 1973

SO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME!

Student Survey

Grade Level: 7 8 9

(circle one)

Be as honest as you can, and circle the answer that is most correct for you.

I. As a student this year are you trying harder in your classes than
you did last year?

(1) (2) (3)
Trying The same Not trying
more as last as hard
than last year as last
year year

sr IC jf,1 Au5,w.ertA (1) above, then briefly explain why you are .z.ry-
;ni3 Tore this yomr. If you answered (3), briefly explain why
yol are Dot try:lig r4I- 1,f41 this year. If you answered (2), briefly

.1 A :vi,,( .ntre is no cl.nug in yor effort.
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APRIL 1, 1974

DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME!

Student Survey

136

Grade Level: 7 8 9
(circle one)

Be as honest as you can, and circle the answer that is most correct for you

I. As a student this year have you tried harder in your classes than

you did last year?

(1) (2) (3)

Trying more The same Did not try

than last year as last year as hard as last
year

. IT. If you answered (1) above, then briefly explain why you tried more
this year. If you answered (3), briefly explain why you did not
try as hard this year. If you answered (2), briefly explain why
there has been no change in your effort.

II:, If yc,t wt:re m3ug to be at Belmont next year instead of going to
sr'llool or n:,-)v2nE wulildsyon want this system to continue?

(1) (2) (3)

Yos Undecided No
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:ub.;eot: Student Comments from ::ovember-April Surveys

3oasons given by the 1'+9 students for trying harder this year:

t"16 Tryirg t learn more

oo (12,5: Get and/or getting better evaluatiors or grades

23 (Y.';) School is more fun and interesting

17 (C7;) (The stude to answeres were too nebulous to assess)

(c.6) 3ch,301 is more difficult

Get better prepared forhigh sch)ol and college

7 (U,) The new evaluation system is hettor

1,17 To make academic honor roll

(02 a Stay on or go out for athletic teems

2,m.:ons 7iKen by ("?.,- for not trying as harp this year:

(nY;) do better with the ABC system

School's too easy

(02 ;\ (The students answvr.c ::ebulous)

( /- School's to,) boring

D'n't pay attentio.-.

wfly 63 sa.(1, li=fere-,cc t....1z year:

f tt".ey wera trying thAr 1:ardst Sore just didn't

lffere0. '2,-:L;ord16..- of t:lair

trat lit_: :r 1,:t*ri'.; has their attitudes
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BELMONT EVALUATION AND REPORTING PLAN

Parents' Perceptions

Parents agreed that it is the school's responsibility to plan and see
to it that each pupil is learning. The parents feel they need to know:

a. Standards of performance set for each grade level or course
for a typical student.

b. The content of what pupils are expected to learn.

c. Now their particular pupil is progressing relative to the
standards set for the typical pupil.

d. Now their particular student compares with the achievement
standards set by the R-1 District.

Parents felt that if they had this information they could aid in
motivating their own pupils.

5/30/74
/be

Prorya- 1.49

4
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Parent's Perceptions of System Currently Operating

1. The new forms tell more than the A B C cards.

2. Parents are learning more about students in the affective area.

3. The new system stimulates more self-evaluation on the part of pupils.

4. The new system makes teachers consider more intensively what the
responsibilities of the school are.

S. More than one parent indicated that she doubted that the teacher had
truly analyzed her youngster's progress. The reports were too
saccharin, and some real issues were brushed over.

6. Several times it was mentioned that specific teachers did not write
either legibly or with effective language.

7. All parents indicated support for the Belmont staff and appreciation
for improvements that had occurred.

150
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Parents' Perceptions of Needed Improvement

1: One parent particularly wished to have the A B C added to the new form.

2. All parents indicated a feeling that they have too imprecise a notion
of what progress their youngster is making.

3. They proposed adding a conferencing period for parents who would use it.

4. In the conference they would hope to get precise knowledge of what
objectives their youngster had attained in an objective referenced
curriculum.

5. In the conference they would hope to get precise information of where
their pupil stood with respect to the district testing program.

6. They feel that the school should not be shielding parents from any "bad
news" since parents have responsiblity for planning with and for their
own offspring.

3 151
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Pupils' Perception of the New Reporting System

1. All felt that the old A B C system told them precisely how they stood.

2. The new system in their words "leaves the student floating." The
students appeared to regard the new reporting system as vague and
nebulous.

3. Several pointed out that even if the student is cited for excellence,
he still gets a lot of recommendations for improvement.

ne student voiced severe apprehensions as to whether she can keep up
next year in Jefferson High. She feels she has no way of knowing her
capabilities with respect to students from other junior highs. (Perhaps
a more precise explanation of the district testing program results for
her would have given her greater confidence.)

5. Students readily admitted that they had conspired to keep parents from
too close contact with teachers.

6. To this observer, it appeared that pupils do not see learning as a
continuum. They appear to see it as a series of unrelated incidents
dreamed up by teachers.

7. Several comments occurred about specific teachersone couldn't write
legibly, one waited until the last moment to record his documentation,
and students doubted this teacher's sincerity, and some teachers appeared
to brush over real problems in order to curry favor with parents.

4 1S2
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Teachers' Perceptions

1. Teachers carefully avoided being critical of anything.

2. There were comments that while they liked the new plan, it required
much more work.

3. One expressed the view that as a result of new reporting she is a
better teacher--now she has to determine more precisely her responsibilities
to students.

4. One felt that she is learning to use the new system better. She has .

learned how to accummulate data and report it more objectively and con-
cisely.

5. All felt that communication with parents is improved by the new system.

There are some parents it seems virtually impossible to contact by any
means.

5 153
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AP:-.E:DIX D

St&ent .:id quarter Reports 145

Complete Set of 2evised -.;ral.tations 146-176
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Course

STUDENT MID-QUARTER PROGRESS REMIT

Date Student

To date, I am generally (pleased - displeased) with
(circle one)

progress.

Comments:

145

Teacher Signature
Special Note: Please call the teacher at 237-1393 between 7:45 a.m. and 8:45
a.m. if you have any questions or comments about this report. Also, teacher
comments above are! not mandatory.
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

146
SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS I

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
The library and related materials
The use of dictionary and vocabulary development
Language as a vehicle thidugh'which attitudes are revealed
Science Fiction: inference, fact, opinion, speculation, learning and figure

of speech
Greek and Roan Mythology and comparison of cultures
A study of spelling

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Reference skills using library materials and basic library techniques.
Critical thinking skills through the study of literature: distinguish fact

from opinion, speculation and use of inference.
Basic oral and written communication skills.
Appreciation of and skill in reading for understanding.
Consistent application of good sentence structure and correct spelling.
A personal style of writing.and creative exnression.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

r.aran Doggett, Principal
P-loert Finan, Teacher

Sp-cial Note To Parent:3: P1,:,ace contact

evaluation or the g-:neral pro:re3s
nni c;:1-5 a.n.

T2jT I:ZTORVATION:

Teacher's Signature

thi3 teacher if you would like to discuss
or your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

156 FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)
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ESLIIONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS II

Date Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 8

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Purpose, audience, structure, point of view in language
Propaganda devices and techniques
Mass media and their effects upon moderNlife
Folklore in America
Young people maturing, seen through literature and self-examination
Mechanics and skills of reading and writing

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Understanding of the nature of language, its history, purposes, levels, and

the impact of modervtechnology on verbal communication.
Understanding of the folklore of the various cultures that comprise our

American heritage.
Insight into the common problems of growing up.
Improved basic oral and written communication skills.
Increased appreciation and skill in reading.
Increased pride in himself.

Evaluation of performance:

Recozmendations:-

raran Doggett, Principal
Amy Barry, Teacher
Connie Self, Teacher Teacher's Signature

Src.cial Note To Parents: Plea:;e contact this teach;:r if you would like to discuss
cvaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 bet»een 7:45

and S:45 a.m.

157.
TA:DAIOLM TE.iT If;?C2=EIL:;:

FINAL RZPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

148

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS III

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
The short story

The play's the thing: A Study of Drama
Careers: Language, Work and You
The contemporary journal: A Look at the Newspaper
Optional: Poetry, Satire and Comedy or The Novel

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Skill in sentence and paragraph development and the confidence to use both

written and spoken words to express thoughts and feelings effectively.
Enjoyment of reading as a leisure activity as well as a source of under-

standing.

Insight into various occupations and the personal qualities necessary for
success in them.

Honesty and pride in one's self so the student can realistically view the
potential he has to make positive contributions to others.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

1:arc.n Doggett, Princiral

Connie Self, Teach.

Teacher's Signature

Note To 11.5,rent3: contact this teacher if you would like to d:'..7.cuss
e7aluation c the gen:.ral procroor, of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:5

vnd a.=
TT 158

FINAL RTORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)



BELMONT JUUIQR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

.1k9
SUBJECT: READING

Number of Weeks Comuleted:
9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9Parents of

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major

areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents

understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Comprehension and word attack skills-
Vocabulary Development
Application of basic reading skills

StudentCutcomes StUdents Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Improved reading skills through work in phonics and comprehension.
Improved vocabulary -- both oral and written.
Critical reading skills necessary for everyday life.
Use of reading as an enjoyable leisure activity.

Evaluation of Performance:

Reco=endations:

Iaran Doggett, Principal
Amy Barry, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Spacial Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

and 8:45 a.m.

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)
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BELMONT J7:.:1 -2 . 7 . .;(.1 .-.Y.72: MATH
1?0

Date .her of Weeks Completed:

9 13 27 - 36

Parents 7,f Grade Level 7 8 9

. : par . Major
cc he..I.p parents

The .
areas cf
tir.derstand

cf
Icaole , other types of numbers

To un ittion, and division by
uz.-,ir;.; L. :-2

Basic

Student Cu;:.

-
DE...scri.c) :

Us?. -.-.

Ca.1c1.; t..7, .

,

1:;valuat ion of : :

Yare.r. DO.:7

L th:t Following:

tin, and division

160

'). .r lci 1 to discuss
:7:57-1393 between 7:45

1-.T.PCRT YE3 - 110

'..;i.rcle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

_ Parents of

151
SUBJECT: MATH II

Number of Weeks Completed:
9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major

areas of study and student oItcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents and other types of numbers

Number relationships
Solving w,-A problems
Geometric concepts and constructions
Understanding and using graphs
Measurement
Pre - algebra concepts

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Accuracy in solving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

problems.
Efficient methods in problem solving.
Basic geometric construction.
Locate points in a coordinate system.
Interpret percentage problems.
Use of exponental notations
Recognize and use the metric system.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recc=endations:

":ran Doggett, Princi:al

C

Teacher's Signature

Soecial Nrte c,,)ntac.: this teacher if you would like to discuss

tnin :r of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

and 8::,5 a.z.

STANDARDILED '.:SST
161

FINAL REPORT: 174 - NO
eina)



BELMONT JUNICR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

1

SUBJECT: GENERAL

Number of Weeks

9 18

Grade Level

152
MATH

Completed:
27 36

7 8 9Parents of

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents

other
Consumer math: banking, investing and loans
Household and practical skills: math related

arts, typing, etc.
Recreational math
Learning to use time saving devices

. Understanding and using graphs

and how they relate to each

to home economics, technical

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Accuracy in solving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division problems.
Use of measurement devices.
Practical use of math in everyday life.
Interpret scale drawings; draw lines and objects to scale.
Use of percents to solve interest and other practical problems.

Evaluation of Performance:

4

Rtncmmendations:

naran Dogf:ett, Principal

Wood, Teacher

!fote Tc) ]--ar.7:nts: Please c,)ntc,,;:t this teacher if

or the ceneral precress of your child.
agx.

TEJT ETO2nATICN: 162

Teacher's Signature

you would like to discuss
Call 237-1393 between 7:45

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

)

153
SUBJECT: ALGEBRA I

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:

Whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, square roots, and algebraic
numbers as they relate to one another

Abstract numbers as they are used in equations and inequations
Solving word problems
Uhderstanding and using graphs

Individual projects stressing practical application of algebra

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Accuracy in solving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division problems.
Solve equations and inequations by using the properties of equality and addition

and multiplication.

Graph linear equations; describe the function rule of a line or a table of
ordered pairs.

Identify irrational numbers and apply rules to irrational numbers.,_
Solve original math problems.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

aran Doggett, Principal
Robyn Wood, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Special Vote To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
thif.1 evaluation or the general progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 8;45 a.m.

ST;.1:DA3D.I.:. 72) TE 3T 707,1:AT IC:: :

163 FIN; REPORT: YES NO
(Circle Cne)



Ei.LMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

154
SUBJECT: LIFE SCIENCE

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9Parents of

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:

Interaction of all living and non-living things
Various systems of the body, including the circulatory, reproductive,

nervous, digestive, and excretory systems
)an's effect on the ecological balance of his environment
Organisms change as a result of genetics and heredity
The process of evolution

Student Outcomes -- Studtnts Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Knowledge of how man influences his environment.
Skill in scientific methods of investigation.
Understanding of genetics, evolution, and ecology.
Appreciation and knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and important biological

functions of the human being.

Understanding of important scientific terms and concepts.
Understanding and appreciation of the value of life.
Skill in drawing conclusions based on sound evidence.

Evaluation of Performance:

Reco-lendations:

naran DoGgett, Principal
Iindl Beh=, Teacher

4.4

Teacher's Signature

Nete To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
_-;a1u-itien or the General proi;reas of your child. Call 237-1393 bett:een 7:45

a:1d F.:4") a.m. 164
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle Ore)



BZLMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

SUBJECT: PHYSICAL-SCIENCE

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on- your child's performance. Major

areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents

understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Relationship between volume, mass and measuring matter
Characteristic properties of matter such as boiling, freezing points, solubility,

and density.
Separation of substances by their characteristic properties
Atomic particles combine to form atoms, elements, and compounds

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Skill in application of the metric system and graphing techniques.
An appreciation of the universe.
Understanding of the relationship of compounds, elements, atoms, and molecules.
Sound lab technique for scientific inquiry.
Understanding of important terms and concepts of physical science.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Varan Doggett, Principal
Nike Saich, Teacher
Linda behm, Teachar Teacher's Sicnature

Not.:, To ':'arents: Pica.le contact thiz; teacher if you would like to discr.:33.

(;%aluation or the ger:oral procreas of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and ;,:5 a.m.

165 FINAL RZZORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)



Ir-71:0:72 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

156
SUBJECT: EARTH SCIENCE

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9Parents of

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance.
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
An analysis of the various weather conditions
The importance of clean water
Integrating concepts of time and its measurement
The formation of rocks, soils, and continents
The solar system.and earth in space
The interaction of man and his environment

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected To Demonstrate The Following:
Skills in observing and understanding natural changes.
How to predict future events through the analysing of events in the past.
A workable approach for investigating natural changes.
An awareness of the complexity of nature.
Understanding the impact of man-made changes on earth.
A basic knowledge of earth processes and a conciousness of the environment.
Understanding of impoftant terms and concepts of earth science.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recor-,endations:

Dt.,ctt , Principal

Saich, Tencher
Teacher's 4iznature

To Par:Lt,: contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
.,-:.1uation or f7enral pr ogres,-; of utchild. Call 237-1393 between 7:4,5

i!nd 8:45 a.m.
r.r. 1,



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

157
SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES I

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes.are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Exploring the sciences related to the study of society: sociology, history,

economics, politics.
ENPloring the way can lives: customs, manners, cultures, and traditions.
Study of can's total environment.
World and local geography, familiarization with places, their location
and their names.
In-depth area study projects to familiarize students with other countries.
Current events.

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Understanding of how society influences mans attitude toward life.
Awareness and an understanding of the differences existing between peoples

of the world: politically, social, and geographic.
Knowledge of places of the world, their names, where they are located, and

the influences each exert on the other.
A knowledge of the social and cultural ideas of countries, including the

United States.
Complete at least one major project.
How to analyze and relate current events to self and society.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Ernie raglischo, Teacher
Judy Liedike, Teacher

Splcial Note To Parents: Please ccntact
this evaluation or the (3eneral prNxess
and &:45 a.m.

this teacher if
of your child.

167

Teacher's 6isnature

you would like t-.) discuss

Call 237-1393 be 7:45

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle Cne)
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BELEONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES II

Date- Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major -

areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Ma

S

jor Areas of Study:
The Colonial period
The Civil War
American Frontier
Twentieth Century America and World War II
Current Events
Colorado History

tudent Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Critical and creative thinking skills.
Understanding of the democratic process.
Attitudes needed for responsible citizenship in a democratic society.
How to effectively participate in our political process.
Appreciation for our American heritage.
Understanding of important facts and concepts which explain current events.
Pride in self and in one's country.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Docf;ett, Pr4nciral

jtIdy Coc;,ar, Teacher

Teacher's SiGnature

i:-)te To Farr:nits: 1-1-;nse ccr.tact this teacher if you would like to discuss
cr th. i,eneral prouress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

a.n.

168
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO

(Circle Cne)



BELMONT JUNICR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

159
SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES III

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Legislative branch of government
Executive branch of government
Judicial branch of government
Contemporary issues - current events
Two party system - political party action
National party conventions
Due process of law and Constitution of the U.S.A.

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Critical and creative thinking skills.
Understanding of the democratic process.
Attitudes needed for responsible citizenship in a democratic society.
How to effectively particizate in our. political process.
Understanding of our legal system and how the system of checks and balances

work.

Personal organizational skills and good student habits.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Moran DcE,;eet, Principal
J!:dy Coop .:r, Teachr

Teacher's :3ichature

s;c::c411 Nate To Perches: Flz:ase cortact this teacher if you would like to diseuss
thi*; ovaluz,tiaa or ti.e sen.,ral praurcsa of mgyild. Call 237-1393 between 7:Z5
and 3:45 a.m.



F7r,NOVP3UNICR HIGH SCHOOL

160
SUBJECT: FOREIGN LANGUAGE

First Year
Spanish - French

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
9 18 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following,is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Control of the sound system (Pronunciation-Intonation)
Comprehension of material covered
Correct usage in speech
Acceptable speed in speaking and writing
Adapt the language to new and specific situations
Cultural appreciation and awareness

Student Outcomes -- Students are umected to Demonstrate the Following:
Acceptable pronunciation and intonation of the spoken language.
Comprehend the language which the student has learned to speak.
Understanding of language which the student has learned to speak through

reading and writing.
Use of language outside the situation in which it was originally learned.
Awareness and appreciation of the culture of the people who speak the

language.

Evaluation of Performance:

Reco=endations:

7,-zher
Teacher's :ii.7nature

.:o ;S: To Parnnto: P1ea,;1 ecnt,-,c; this teacher if you would like to clic:et:sr;

c-Iluatton or the ;;,.:;:eral pror--..os of yanyld. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and 3:1-5 a .ra.1=10F-111



EMMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

161
SUBJECT: FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Second Year
Spanish - French

Number of Weeks Completed:
9 18 27 36Parents of

Grade Level 7 8 9The following .s an evaluation
report on your child's performand. Major

areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parentsunderstand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Control of the sound system

(Pronunciation-Intonation)Comprehension of material covered
Correct usage in speech and composition
Acceptable speed in speaking and writingAdapt the language to new and specific

situationsCultural appreciation and awarenessf
Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:Speak language practiced with acceptable pronunciation and intonation.Comprehension of the language which the student has learned to speak.

Read and write the language which they learned to speak in class.
Use the language outside the situation in which it was originally learned.
An appreciation of the culture of the people who speak the language.Consistency in using correctly basic grammatical concepts in speaking.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recornmer.dations:

Mara:: Dozrzett, Principal
Donald jwisher, Teacher

Teacher's SicnatureSyncial Note To Farents: Pleace contact this teacher if you would like to discucs
thi: evaluation er the general

procryns of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
and a4z.

171 FIW1J. REPCRT: YES - NO
(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

162
SUBJECT: FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Third Year
Spanish - French

Date Number of Weeks Completed:
9 '8 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents under-
stand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Control of the sound system (Pronunciation-Intonation)
Comprehension of material covered
Correct usage in speech and composition
Acceptable speed.in speaking and writing
Varying the language according to the specific situation at hand
Cultural appreciation and awareness

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Acceptable pronunciation and intonation of the spoken language.
Comprehend the language which the student has learned to speak.
Understanding of original material which incorporates language previously

studied.

Correct written expression of concepts which tae student has learned to
express orally.

Knowledge of grammatical structures practiced through speaking.
Use of language outside the situation in which it was originally learned.
Awareness and appreciation of the culture of the people who speak the

language.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

Maran Doggett, Principal
Donald Swisher, Teacher

Teacher's Signatuze

Sp.nial Note To Parents: Please contact this .teacher if you would like to discuss
thio evaluation or the cen'!ral procrecs of

71.

child. Cell 237-1393 between 7:t5
and 8:45 a.m. .!

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
(Circle One)
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BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ARTS 1

Date o Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
An introduction to mechanical power
Background and theory of engine operation : one-cylinder gasoline engine
An introduction to the field of plastics: planning and completion of a

plastics project
Tools, techniques, and safety procedures related to plastics and power

mechanics

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
The operation of the internal combustion engine.
Basic knowledge of the different kinds of power producing devices.
Awareness of the forts and uses of plastics in industry.
Skills in the use of hand and power tools.
Sense of pride in work and self.
Competency to disassemble and assemble a four stroke cycle engine successfully.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

1'w ran Doggett, Princi-oa/

Cary Ruthvon, Teacher
Teacher's Signature

1:ote To Parents: Phase contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evaluation or the g..neral progr41s.-3 of your child. Call 237-1393 botween 7:45
an-a 3:45 a.m. 173

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
nmal



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

164
SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ARTS 2

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:

An introduction to the field of sketching, drafting, and hand tool woodwork
Background and theory in how sketching is used in design
Basic concepts and terminology of drafting

Designing, planning, and construction of projects in wood and plastic

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Useful sketching techniques.
A design drawn from plans for a product using three views.
The completion of woodwork project.
Skills in the use of hand and power tools.
Correct use of drafting tools.
A sense of pride in work and self.

Evaluation of Performance:

Reco=mendations:

raran Do7:;ett, Principal
Gary tut en Teacher

T'eacher's Signature

-ciaZ ::ate To Parents: Il:as C.,; ,.act this teacher if you would like to discuss
this evniu7ien or the `;'.'n 'r prs.7reso of yoix child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

8:-5 a.m. 174
FINAL REPORT: Y2Z - NO.

(Circle Onc)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ARTS 3

Date Number of !leeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:

The fundamentals of electricity and basic metal working processes: practical
experience in electricity through discussion, demonstration, laboratory .

experiments, and projects
Job planning, layout, sheet metal, ornamental iron, and welding
Background in metal hand tools and safety

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Understanding of the structure of matter and-how electricity is produced and

utilized.
Basic knowledge of how meters work and how to use them.
Understanding of the basic components of electricity: current, voltage

voltage and resistance, circuits, series, and parallel.
The completion of one electricity project and one metal project.
Knowledge of safety and the correct use of metal working tools and equipment.
Learn to work with sheet metal in lay-out, cutting, fastening, and general

awareness of oxy-acetylene and electric arc welding.

Evaluation of Performance:

.Recommendations:

Saran Doggett, Principal
Cary Ruthven, Te,cher

Teacher's Signature

SpDcial Note To Parents: Plase contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
thi., evaluation or the c.,-;.ral progress of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45
an 3:45 a.rn.

175 FINAL REPORT: YES -NO
(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

166
SUBJECT: TECHNICAL ARTS 4

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major

areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
In depth exploration into the field of woodworking
Introduction to the safe use of the basic woodworking machines and hand tools
Study of space technology

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Skill and safety in the operation of woodworking machines.
Basic knowledge of space programs.
Space vocabulary, abbreviations, symbols, and flight.
The completion of one model rocket.
Plan, design, and construct at least one woodworking project.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

-~

!:aran D7,,r;57.stt, Principal

Rut:.::,.:, Tca:hor

Teacher's Signature

rot:, To Parents: Pleas:, contact thi,- her if you would like to discuss
eAniuution or gen:ral prosress of y hild. Call 237-1393 between 7 :45



BELMMT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

157

SUBJECT: ART 1

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Painting, drawing, crafts, ceramics
Design (printmaking), sculpture
Art history, photography

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Basic knowledge of a variety of media.
Proper care and use of materials.
An ability to express one's self through art.
A personal style in art.
Basic knowledge of the techniques used in each unit.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recorn=endatiohs:

rozan Doizett, Principal
Judy Liedike, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

r7o Parents: Plvlse contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
th-;.1 c7a111.::ti3n cr general nrojress of your child. Call 237-1395 between 7:45
anci 8:45 ax..

'77$ FINAL RiTORT: YES - 1:0

07.4rolft



BELNONT'JUN1OR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

168
SUBJECT: ART 2

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes.are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Painting, drawing, crafts, ceramics
Printmaking, (design) sculpture
Art history and photography

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Basic knowledge of a variety of media.
Proper care and use of materials.
An ability to express one's self through art.
A personal style in art.
Basic knowledge of the techniques used in each unit.
Creativity and imagination in art projects.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recer:mandations:

Doie;ett,

Liedii:e, Teacher

Teacher's Sisnature

:;04,:e To rarcnts: c-ntact this teacher if you would like to discuss
e-nlv,nti:n o: the vencral of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

ane.

178 FINAL REPCRT: YES IX)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

169
SUBJECT: ART 1

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your 'child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below. to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
'Painting, drawing, crafts, ceramics
Design (printmaking), sculpture
Art history, photography

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Basic knowledge of a variety of media.
Proper care and use of materials.
An ability to express one's self through art.
A personal style in art.
Creativity and imagination irvart projects.
Basic knowledge of the techniques used in each unit.
A finished presentation of art work.

Evaluation of Performance:

Reccmmendations:

1:aran Doggett, Principal
Judy Lied14e, Tvacner

Teacher's .,isnatur

Sp.!,..ial Note To Parents: Pleanz, contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
thin evaluation or the ;.Herat process of ypur child. Call 237-1393 between. 7:45
af,d 8:45 A.M. 1.79



170
BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: HOME ECONOMICS 1,2,1

Bate Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
The rights and responsibilities of a consumer in our society
Pattern reading and elementary sewing techniques
Human Relations: friends, family, self
Child care and understanding pre-school children
Interpret and applying recipes
The importance of good dietary habits
Housing and home furnishings

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonst.ate the Following:
Understanding of basic needs and characteristics of pre-school children.
Desiga a room which compliments the life style of an individual.
Good working relationship with fellow students.
Construct a minimum of one garment using a commercial pattern.
Efficient planning and preparation of foods.
Understanding of the rights and responsibilities of the consumer.
Sound application of instructions and pride in work.
Awareness of how to use-leisure time effectively.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recc=endations;

Y.,ran Daa;ett, Principal
`2ribbeLt, T..richcr

Teacher's idsnat.s.ra

Uot,, iar-%tn: crmtact this teach,q- if you w:Juld like to di;: cuss
ru.o:-,r of your child. Call ,2.37-13t.L5 7 ;+3

z;nd S45 a.r.. 180 FINAL REP UT: YES - NO
Circle One)



171

BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT: TYPING

Date Number of Weeks Completed:

9 'i8 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Technique

Posture at typewriter
Position of hands
Eyes on copy

The keyboard and basic operations of typewriter
Problem work oa letters, centering, short themes, tabulations

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Proper technique by sitting at typewriter in proper position and by

typing without looking at keys.
Letters typed in proper form.
Centering copy horizontally and vertically and related problems.
Reasonable amount of speed and accuracy depending on one's ability.
Application of typing skips for personal use.

Evaluation of Performance:

Words per minute
Errors per minute

Recommendations:

Varan Docptt, Principal
Lin( :a Bohm, T.:achr

Diane Tribbnt, Tcacher

Not: To Parents: Pl.?ase contact

this evaluation or the g,,neral pro,;ross

j.

Teacher's Signature

this teacher if you would like to di:;cuo3

clew child. Call 237-1393 between 7:45

FINAL REPORT: YES - NO



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
172

SUBJECT: It MUSIC
Band :-Iuitar

Date Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Parents of Grade Level 7 8 -9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Skill development
Appreciation of variety of music
Rhythmic patterns and scales
Value of regular home practice
Care and tuning of instrument

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Appreciation and enthusiasm about music; use musical self expression

with pride and understanding.
Correct posture and breathing rethods to aid good tone quality.
Perform various scales and scale patterns.
Play with proper style and volume.
Care of instrent, music, and equipment.
Use the symbols of music, note names and values, rhythmic .patterns, key

signatures and time signatures, and other musical terms.
Noticeable improvement in playing skills through required home practice.

Evaluation of Performance:

O

necomnendations:

gran Dcg;ett, Principal
Ernest Maulischo, Teacher

Teacher's Sidnature

Note To Parents: Please contact this teacher if you would like to discuss
Lhis evaluation or the ceneral Frog: ens of your child. Call 237-1393 between 7:,,5
and 8:45 a.m.

182 FINAL REPORT: YES - Nd
(Circle One)



B3LMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

173
SUBJECT: VOCAL MUSIC

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9Parents of

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major

areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Vocal technique
Skill in musical reading
Interpretation and expression of must, according to the style and text
Skill in listening techniques, through ear training exercises

Student Outcomes -- Students are Expected to Demonstrate-the Following:
Sing with good tone quality, correct posture, correct breathing,

good diction, good phrasing and musical understanding.
Appreciation and enjoyment of all types of music.
Understanding and use of the symbols of music, note names and values

rhythmic patterns, dynamic terms, key signatures and time signatures
through music.

Application of what they have learned in performance activities.
Noticeable improvement in singing skills.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recomiendations:

raran Do!zett, Principal
Ern:, :;t Yaslischo, Teacher

Teacher's .;ii; nature

: :o to To Parcntn: l'e.1.7e contact this teacher if you would liky to diL:cuss
ti.is evaluation or thp of your child. Call 237-1393 b.:tween 7:45
and a:Ii5 a.m. 183

FINAL REPORT: YE3 - NO



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

174
SUBJECT: GEirrIRAL music

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9Parents.of

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

}ajor Areas of Study:
Variety of musical forms
Chords, scales and rhythmic patterns
Rhythm, harmony, and melody
Basic performance skills, vocal, and instrumental
Basic writing skills

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:'
Differentiate between various musical forms
Use correctly, chords, scales, time and key signatures, notes and rests

in the writing of music.
Sing and play simple music exercises using syllables, numbers, letters,

with voice and recorder.
Enthusiasm ftsr music
Write simple melodies with proper harmonies.
Develop listening through interval work

Evaluation of Performance:

Reccmmendatioas:

I:Aran Dor;ett, Principal
Ern:.st Yaziliocho, Teacher

Teacher's Signature

Ifote Prxmts: Plea.;:e contact thiz teacher if you would like to discu.:,3
t:val!,:tion or thc, general pr ?ter of y our child. 237-1393 between 7:45

an:1 f;:45 a.m.

184
FINAL REPO-22: YES - NO



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of

175
SUBJECT: PHYSICAL EDUCATION

(1, 2,.3, I, II, III)

Number of Weeks Completed:

9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation report on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Major Areas of Study:
Male

Individual: gymnastics, physical fitness, wrestling, tennis, golf
Team: soccer, eng. football, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey,

flicker bp11
Female
Individual: physical fitness and appearance, tennis, golf, bowling, badminton,

. .

ping pong, modern dance
Team: field hockey, soccer, speedball, gymnastics, volleyball, basketball,

softball, track

Student Outcomes -- Students Are Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
An appreciation of physical activities through realizing physical and

mental benefits (fun through being healthful).
Improve fundamental p%ysical skills,- coordination, strength and endurance.
A working knowledge of rules and regulations of recreational and competitive

sports for any season.
Cooperation and good sportmanship with team members, opposing teams, teacher,

and peers.

Self-confidence in physical ability and desire for self-improvement.
Use of activities to be used during leisure time for enjoyment and good health.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recollmendations:

I:aran Docgett, Principal
Robert Finan4 Teacl:er

Cooper, Teae.:er

Notg:, To fr,rento: Pleas contact
this Amluation or the General procress

3:45 a.m.

Teacher'o

this teacher if you would like to dimcurz
of your child. Gall 257-1395 between 7:45

185
MAL PZPO2T: YE'S - U0

(Circle One)



BELMONT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Date

Parents of.

176

SUBJECT: STUDENT ASSISTANTS

SPECIFIC AREA:

Number of Weeks Completed:
9 18 27 36

Grade Level 7 8 9

The following is an evaluation renort on your child's performance. Major
areas of study and student outcomes are outlined below to help parents
understand what is being taught and why.

Student.Outcomed -- Students Are' Expected to Demonstrate the Following:
Good habits in being punctual and efficient.
Awareness of the importance of making a pleasing impression on the public.
Success in carrying out instructions.
Individual initiative and pride in self.
Pride in personal apnearance.
Good working relationship with people.
Service to school and community.

Evaluation of Performance:

Recommendations:

L:rf2n Dogett, Principal

D%le Anderson, Assistant Principal
Teacher's Signature

Note: '2.;) P.I.t.-,re contact this t,_achor if y,u would like to diccuo

cr g p:..ogre.;s of your cald. Call 2:::7-1593 between 7:45

a.r. 186
FINAL REPORT: YES - NO
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